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Introduction
Irrational and inconsistent use of psychoactive drugs is common in clinical practice because of the
complex knowledge and data intensive nature of the psychoactive drug selection and prescription
process. Sub optimal psychoactive drug therapy leads to hospitalisation, extended length of hospital
stay, ineffective therapy, increase in mortality and last but not least the rise in cost. The psychoactive
drug selection process requires expertise from clinical, pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic
knowledge.
The question arises whether any clinician can manage such a complex matter with optimal
effectiveness, because we have to cope with problems of information overload, the lack of appropriate
up to date information at the point of clinical care and the limited capability of the human brain to
integrate all the required information. As been shown in a number of experiments clinicians can benefit
from computer based systems to improve drug prescription
Instead of creating a rule based system in a straightforward way by the transcription of rules elicited
from a domain expert, we consider the development of a psychopharmacological advisor system as
the construction of a series of models related to the psychoactive drug selection process
We design a clinical decision-making model for rational psychoactive drug selection. In this model we
separate patient-specific knowledge from generic medical knowledge. The generic medical knowledge
is further divided into declarative and procedural knowledge
Figure 1 illustrates an overview of the framework we use to model the generic medical knowledge of
the psychoactive drug selection task The models on the left side refer to the declarative knowledge
whereas these on the right side refer to the procedural knowledge. In chapter 2 we give a domain
descnption of the neuropsychopharmacological knowledge required to support the psychoactive drug
selection task. Chapter 3 describes the psychoactive drug selection task by means of a clinical
algorithm (task description) Chapter 4 defines the domain model which is a means to talk about
domain knowledge in a precise and systematic way. Chapter 5 defines the task model of the
psychoactive drug selection task. The task model expresses m a semiformal way the objectives of the
psychoactive drug selection task and the way to attain them. Chapter 6 describes the problem solving
method which connects the task and domain models to attain the objectives.
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description

Figure 1. An overview of t he framework to model the generic medical knowledge of
the psychoactive drug selection task.
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Chapter 1
Towards a more rational use of psychoactive
substances in clinical practice*
Abstract
Background
Irrational and inconsistent use of psychoactive drugs is common in clinical practice due to the complex
knowledge and data intensive nature of the psychoactive drug selection and prescription process.
Methods
After describing the state of art with respect to the psychoactive drug prescription practice and selection
process we mventonse the advantages of computer support system to assist the clinician in his clinical
decision making. Finally we review the neuropsychiatrie expert systems developed for the
neuropsychiatrie domain.
Results
Sub optimal psychoactive drug therapy is common practice which leads to hospital admissions, extended
length of hospital stay, ineffective therapy and increased cost. Furthermore, the psychoactive drug
selection process is a complex decision process which uses up-to-date integrative knowledge of drugs
from basic sciences to the clinical level. Due to the information load, the lack of appropriate up to date
information at the point of clinical care and the problem of integrating and weighing all information
relatively equally, it is questionable whether any clinician can manage such a complex situation with
optimal effectiveness. As has been shown in a number of experiments, clinicians can benefit from
computer based systems that provide access to accurate, up-to-date information to assist clinical decision
making.
Conclusions
We state that more rational use of psychoactive drugs in clinical practice is needed and conclude that
rational psychoactive drug prescription is a knowledge and data intensive task which requires true
expertise from clinical, pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge. We will develop a
Multidisciplinary Psychoactive Drug Selection -advisor system, M-PADS, which supports the integration of
various types of biomedical information and delivers that integrated information supportive to evidence
based rational drug prescription in the practice of medicine for the drug treatment of individual patients.

*This chapter will be published in: Van Hyfte DMH, De Vries Robbé PF, T]andra-Maga TB, Van Der Maas
AAF, Zitman FG. Towards a more rational use of psychoactive substances in clinical practice.
Psychopharmacotherapy.
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1. Introduction
There is an accumulation of research findings from sciences related to development and clinical uses of
psychoactive substances. In clinical practice, however, the largest part of potentially useful data is seldom
referred to ', because this information is often not available when practical and clinical problems arise 2.
This contributes to a large extent to sub optimal prescription of psychoactive substances in clinical
practice34.
Optimisation of the psychoactive drug prescription implies that the clinician makes a rational choice from a
wide range of available psychoactive substances. He has to integrate patient-specific clinical knowledge
on the one hand and neuropsychopharmacological knowledge on the other. This is a prerequisite for
rational psychoactive drug prescription which is defined operationally as the evidence-based 5 effective,
safe, convenient and economic way of using these psychoactive substances 4. This decision making
process fits into the paradigm of evidence-based psychiatry, where medical practice is based upon
information derived from well-designed and carefully interpreted research studies6.
In order to assist the clinician in treating individual patients in daily clinical practice, we propose the
development of a Multidisciplmary Psychoactive Drug Selection- advisor system (M-PADS), which delivers
patient-specific and appropriate decision supporting information to reach rational therapeutic endpomts
and to achieve optimal outcomes. After describing the state of art with respect to the psychoactive drug
prescription practice and the psychoactive drug selection process, we inventory the advantages of
computer support system to assist the clinician in his clinical decision making. Finally we review the
neuropsychiatrie expert systems developed for the neuropsychiatrie domain.

2. An analysis of the psychoactive drug prescription practice
The inappropriate use of psychoactive substances is common in clinical practice and leads to hospital
admissions, extended length of hospital stay, ineffective therapy, increased mortality and to increased
costs 7e.The variety of situations of inappropriate psychoactive drug use can be described within a
framework of three mam categories with a growing degree of complexity.
I. A first category groups all situations in which one specific psychoactive substance is applied to treat
psychiatric patients without further comorbid disorders
II. A second category is composed of situations in which a pharmacological mixture of multiple agents are
used in treatment resistant or comorbid psychiatric disorders.
III. The last category involves the frequently occurring situations in which the clinician has to prescribe
multiple agents for patients with multiple pathologies. In such situations the clinician has to pay attention
to potential pharmacological (psychotropic) drug-drug interactions but also to drug -host interactions. A
good example can be found in the growing population of geriatric patients and patients with organ function
deficiencies who are often prescribed multiple medications for concomitant medical conditions9.
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3. The psychoactive drug selection problem
Choosing a drug is often simply regarded as a matter of knowing what drug has to be prescribed for the
specific clinical condition of the patient In reality however, choice is a complex decision making process
1011
This process can be described in a model that comprehends the system components and elements
the clinicians has to dispose of when making his decision This model contains the basic elements of the
more general information processing model of Newell and Simon 12 These basic elements are the patientspecific clinical knowledge or patient data on the one hand and the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic
knowledge related to psychoactive drug treatment on the other hand
This neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge can further be divided into reasoning (procedural
knowledge) and domain specific knowledge 13(declarative knowledge) The declarative knowledge ("What
to know") encompasses factual knowledge of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain The
procedural knowledge 1 4 1 5 ("What to do") specifies how to solve the psychoactive drug treatment process
and how to make a rational drug selection It is related to the use of the declarative knowledge during the
reasoning process The neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge is stored in different information
sources such as the clinician's memory and in different forms of external memory sources like, reference
texts, compendia, journal articles and drug formulary 16 Figure 1 illustrates this decision making model
and the knowledge sources of the patient-specific and neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge

Patient-Specific

Neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic

Knowledae

Knowledge

Medical record

-<
reasoning

Γ

MedcalTextbooks
Literature
Experts
Drug formulary
Online information
Medline

Decision

Figure 1 The decision making model for rational psychoactive drug selection

4. The suitability of the clinical decision making model
Due to some problems it is difficult to implement the above mentioned decision making model in clinical
practice
A first problem is the rapid development of the available neuropsychopharmacological knowledge A
modern clinician cannot be kept acquainted with the past, current and future research literature on the
development of new drugs, the demonstration of new indications for existing agents and the identification
and management of potential side effects Furthermore he has to know the current opinion to manage the
drug-drug, drug-host and drug-other -treatment interactions
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A second problem is the availability of appropriate up-to-date information on the point of clinical care.
There exists a wide variety of medical textbooks, pharmacopoeias, drug formulary and even on-line
biomedical information sources. In clinical practice however, the largest part of these potentially useful
data is seldom consulted by the busy clinician because this information is often not directly accessible at
the proper moment and place where it is needed.
A third problem mentioned by Denmg et al.17 and Weed i e is the limited ability of an individual clinician to
integrate the neuropsychopharmacological knowledge with the infinite variety of data about patients in
order to identify and systematically assess al the possible therapeutical options based on each patient's
unique characteristics and needs. A clinician can only generate a limited set of possible therapeutical
options when making a drug choice 17. As a consequence, clinicians fall back on "clinical judgment'
based on experience with previous cases. They "over recognize" patterns of signs and symptoms of the
patient, because they compare these with a small, unrepresentative sample based on personal
experience of a disease. This clinical judgment is based on global, intuitive assessment of findings rather
than organised investigation and explicit linkage of each finding in the patient to the relevant management
option in the literature1β
A fourth problem mentioned by Osheroff et al. 1 9 is the difficulty in translating the clinical problem into an
appropriate question to result into a successful search. Physicians prefer their colleagues as information
sources over databases because of the relative ease of conveying the clinical context of the problem.
The fifth problem is caused by the existing barriers when the required information must be obtained. There
exists a wide variety of medical textbooks, pharmacopoeias, drug formularies and even on-line biomedical
information sources, but in clinical practice the largest part of these potentially useful data is seldom
referred to because the poor organization of the available information and the way this information is
indexed 1. Pharmacologists, clinicians and basic science researchers use different ways and different
perspectives to describe and organise the information of the structures and functions they are dealing
with. Every discipline has its own viewpoint, its own way of reasoning, use of terminology and
classification systems. Consequently, the knowledge bases of the diverse biomedical information sources
uses specific indexing systems and are specifically designed to address particular purposes ^ To retrieve
information from a particular information source, the user has to know the terminology, the structure and
logic of that particular information source21.
Other barriers mentioned by Covell et al. 1 to obtain the required information is the lack of up-to-date
information resources, the lack of knowledge of available resources which are best suited to answer a
particular question related to a problem and the uncertainty about the scientific validity of the published
information.

5. Advantages of a computer support system over other approaches
Potentially, many of the problems described above can be overcome by computer based systems that
provide access to accurate, up-to-date information to assist clinical decision making ie.2223 Computers
can store, retrieve, and sort through immense quantities of data with great speed. In this way, they are
indispensable tools for helping to manage the diversity of continuously updated information, by presenting
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pertinent knowledge when it is needed, where it is needed, and in an appropriate format24 Furthermore,
computer systems may be more accessible and more objective than human consultants and are less
expensive, which is also an important consideration given the increased public and governmental concern
regarding health care costs24
Another important advantage of a computer consultant, mentioned by Erdman 2S, is the fact that a
computer system can improve the reliability of judgments because they always reach the same conclusion
in a consistent manner, given the same patient data
Even with the relatively simple computer based systems developed by Laska et al 2 6 , Henry et al β and
Hedlund et a l 2 7 a significant decline of inappropriate use of psychoactive substances in clinical practice
was demonstrated For instance, the computer based monitoring system developed by Laska et al x
showed a markedly reduction of the percentage of orders of psychotropic drugs that involve polypharma
or dosage range exceptions A computer consultation program for the treatment of depression in primary
care 25 showed a improvement of patient care Erdman 25, stressed the importance of the explanation
function of the program which leads to a positive influence on the clinicians judgment
Together with Weed 1β we may conclude that computer based systems can become the loom for weaving
the patient data and the relevant neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge into one system which
may improve the quality of the psychoactive drug prescription

6. Towards a new way of psychoactive drug prescription
As pointed by Schiff et al 23, the "authoritarian model" in which the clinician with the exclusive
comprehensive medical knowledge pens and orders and the patient is expected to comply, is dead
Making the patient an active partner in both the selection and implementation of therapy represents a
cornerstone of effective treatment2829 Patients rather than doctors should become the primary decision
makers In order to assure high quality in the process of eliciting the appropriate knowledge, computer
based systems would present to patients and clinicians questions and information about symptoms,
pathophysiological states, concurrent medication and so on At the end of the encounter, the computer
based system would present, on the best current medical information, all the possible therapeutical
options In this way, the psychoactive drug prescription process is transformed into shared decision
making, as patient and clinician negotiate the best therapy option via joint review of the appropriate
knowledge in the computer, which then records their decision23

7. An overview of computer support systems in neuropsychiatry
The computer technology required to retrieve, integrate and display information in a uniform way to
support clinical decisions are called knowledge based systems or expert systems x, and are developed in
the context of medical artificial intelligence systems They are able to solve problems, generate new
information (such as diagnose) and to provide (therapeutic) advice, using a knowledge base and an
inference mechanism 15
The neuropsychiatrie expert systems developed for the neuropsychiatrie domain can be divided in the
following categories according to Shortliffe31
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(1) tools for information management (e.g. hospital information systems, bibliographic retrieval systems,
(2) tools for focusing attention (critiquing systems that flag for abnormal values), (3) diagnostic decision
support systems (systems that give diagnostic advice based on patient specific data), and (4) therapeutic
decision support systems.
Based on the category, the application domain, the validation, the used knowledge representation
technique, the scope of the knowledge base and the question whether the system is integrated with the
patient record system, we summarize in table 1 the different neuropsychiatrie expert systems developed
until now. More extensive reviews of these systems can be found elsewhere 32X.
Name
37

PsychTopic
Overseer3·
Pathfinder»
Metuselah «
ODM"
Psyxpert "
Evince «
Adinter*"*
DSS««
Headmed «
Blue-Box *>
Unnamed51

Category

Domain

Validation

Information
Attention
Diagnostic
Diagnostic
Diagnostic
Diagnostic
Diagnostic
Diagnostic
Diagnostic
Therapeutic
Therapeutic
"Rierapeutic

DSM III R
Bipolar/ Schizophrenia/depression
Depression
Psychogenatry
Somatoform disorders
Psychotic disorders
Dementia
Depression/ Anxiety/Somatoform
Psychotic/Mood/Organic mental
Psychotic / Depressive disorders
Depression

yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no

OCD

Knowledge
base
concept based
rule based
aile based
rule based
rule based
rule based
rule based
rule based
rule based
rule based
rule based
rule based

Scope knowledge
base
single discipline
single discipline
single discipline
multidisciplmary
single discipline
single discipline
multidisciplmary
single discipline
single discipline
single discipline
single discipline
single discipline

Integrated
system

yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

Table 1 An overview of the currently developed neuropsychiatrie expert systems.

7.1 Tools for information management
The first category of expert systems, namely an information management tool, PsychTopic 37 was
developed in 1992 by Powsner and Miller at the Yale University School of Medicine in New Haven. This
information management system was a knowledge based program which guided the clinician from an on
line clinical report to a search of psychiatric literature or of other relevant databases. It provides this
guidance by using an outline of key topics from a psychiatric consultation report to provide "conceptbased" links with different on-line information sources.

7.2 Tools for focusing attention
Within the category of focusing the attention, the medication surveillance system Overseer M was
developed in 1989 by Bronzino et al. at the Trinity College in Hartford. Overseer was a knowledge based
system that monitors the drug prescription of psychiatric patients in real time by using treatments
protocols developed by expert clinicians. In this category of medication surveillance systems, we
mentioned already the computer based monitoring system developed by Henry et a l . x Laska et a l . β and
Hedlund et al. 2 7 .
The information management tool PsychTopic and the medication surveillance system Overseer were
both integrated with computer based medical records which was in favour of a better acceptance of these
systems by the busy clinicians.
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7.3 Diagnostic decision support systems
From the early 1970s, the first systems for patient specific consultation designed for decision support in
psychiatry were among the pioneers of diagnostic decision support systems χ. The expert systems
Pathfinder ^, Metuselah «, Online Diagnostic Monitor (ODM) ^ Psyxpert41 , Evince42, Admfer4*45 and
an unnamed prototype Decision Support System (DSS) «*47 were computer programs intended to assist
clinicians to reach correct diagnoses for general psychiatry.

7.4 Therapeutic decision support systems
The first therapeutic decision support system for psychiatry, Headmed « was developed in 1979 by Heiser
and Brooks. The expert system Headmed was developed to advise clinicians about psychopharmacology
to treat psychotic processes and depression. This program was based on the classic example of rule
based system namely Mycin 4 9 which was originally developed to provide consultative advice on the
diagnosis of, and therapy for, bacterial infection in the blood.
In 1984, Mulsant and Servan Schreiber developed the Blue-Box50 expert system, to advise physicians on
the selection of an appropriate treatment for patients suffering from a depression This expert system used
information about the patient's symptoms and medical history to generate a treatment recommendation,
based on 175 rules written in Emycm (Empty Mycin) The aim of developing Blue-Box was first of all to
investigate the knowledge engineering problems encountered during the development of expert systems.
As a consequence, Blue-Box, like Headmed was never submitted to validation tests ^
In 1994, 51 reported on the development of an expert system for the pharmacotherapy of obsessivecompulsive (OCD) and related disorders. The therapeutical advice was based on demographic factors
such as age, current symptoms, contraindications to particular medications, and past history of
medication.
This brief overview shows that there was until now far more effort to develop diagnostic decision support
systems (7) instead of therapeutic decision support systems (3) for the Psychiatric field. Either, as it is
concluded by Bronzino et al. ^, in contrast to the problems inherent in psychiatric diagnosis which makes
the development of an expert system difficult, neuropsychopharmacology represents a more
approachable domain for the application of expert systems in neuropsychiatry. Namely, due to the
prescriptive nature and widespread agreement about the application of psychotropic medication, the
neuropsychophanmacotherapeutic domain is a more fertile ground for expert system development.
As it is stated before, rational psychoactive drug prescription requires true expertise from clinical,
pathophyioslogical and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge. Therefore this multiplicity of views must be
implemented into the knowledge base of a psychopharmacological advisor system 52. Either, most of the
above mentioned expert systems are developed from a single discipline point of view with regard to a
problem domain, only the diagnostic decision support system Metuselah and Evince are an exception 42 .
All three therapeutic decision support system developed until now, Headmed and Blue-Box and the
unnamed expert system developed by Stem et al.5', are rule-based expert systems s3. There are some
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disadvantages associated with rule based inference. As it is mentioned by Stem et al. 5,rule based expert
systems may not be helpful for particularly unusual or complex patients. Another practical limitations of
rule based systems is due to the complexity of maintaining rule based systems with large numbers of
rules, these systems have generally been devoted to narrow application domains Μ. Furthermore, Feishi
52
critized the expert systems Blue Box and Headmed because their explanation capabilities are very
limited. They lack causal or deep level knowledge that underlies the rules which tends to make the
reasoning path of the system transparent to the user.
Until now, nobody has succeeded in developing a useful psychopharmacological advisor system in clinical
practice. One of the reasons of this failure could be that none of these systems was integrated with a
patient record system 55. Furthermore, psychiatry lacks adequate electronic patient record systems to
store patient data in a consistent, controllable and standardized way. The developers of the system
Headmed and Blue-Box had no intention to deliver a system that could be used in practice. They where
only interested in investigating the knowledge engineering problems encountered during the development
of expert systems ",

8. Conclusions and further research
More rational use of psychoactive drugs in clinical practice is needed and rational psychoactive drug
prescription is a knowledge and data intensive task which requires true expertise from clinical,
pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge. It is impossible for the human mind to integrate
all the appropriate knowledge and to weight it properly to come to an adequate evidence based rational
decision. Computer based systems can improve rational psychoactive drug prescription in clinical
practice, but a therapeutic decision support system, which fulfils the above mentioned functionalities has
yet not been developed. Classical rule based techniques do not provide the required framework to support
the above mentioned requirements. This explains the difficulty of building a clinical psychopharmacology
advisor system in the past. Either, as shown in other application domains x 59 new techniques are now
available to build such a therapeutic decision support system.
We will develop a Multidisciplmary Psychoactive Drug Selection -advisor system, M-PADS, which
supports the integration of various types of biomedical information and delivers that integrated information
supportive to evidence based rational drug prescription in the practice of medicine for the drug treatment
of individual patients », The first step in the development of a knowledge based system is the modelling
phase where the expert's declarative and procedural knowledge of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic
domain relevant to the psychoactive drug selection process has to be inventoried. The declarative
knowledge consists of a multidisciplmary view on facts and comparisons about neuropsychiatrie diseases
and disorders, drug action mechanisms from molecular to clinical level, pharmacotherapeutic knowledge
of drugs and monitoring activities to maximize drug treatment efficacy and minimize toxicity. The
procedural knowledge, on the other hand, specifies how to solve the psychoactive drug selection problem
and how to make decisions 61 . This step is to be followed by the development of the inference system as
well as the evaluation and validation of M-PADS m clinical practice.
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Chapter 2
A multidisciplinary framework of knowledge on
Psychoactive drugs*
Abstract
Background
Large amounts of neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge are available now in different information
resources However it is difficult for the clinician to integrate this variety of knowledge, because the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge domain is not well structured This paper presents a
multidisciplinary framework of knowledge
to organize the declarative knowledge of the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain
Method
In this paper we use a formal approach for modelling based on methods from Artificial Intelligence in
Medicine (AIM) We describe this framework in well known domain terminology and not in its symbolic
representation of a computer language We separate reasoning ( procedural knowledge ) from domain
specific knowledge (declarative knowledge) We conceptualise the declarative knowledge of the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain using different levels of abstraction
Results
Based on this information analysis, we designed a multilevel knowledge model which represents the
declarative knowledge related to rational psychoactive drug prescription This knowledge model describes
the clinical manifestations of the patient (signs and symptoms), the clinical diagnoses of diseases and
body system disorders together with the deep level knowledge of the hypothesised underlying
pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic -dynamic processes This is further complemented by
knowledge of the required diagnostic investigations and the recommended clinical monitoring,
supplemented by knowledge about rational drug-therapy, therapeutics and generic drugs
Conclusions
We have shown that it is possible to organize the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain at increasing
levels of detail ranging from a clinical syndrome level to a detailed pathophysiological and
pharmacotherapeutic target level This multilevel domain model has important implications for the
development of intelligent information retrieval, guideline authoring tools and decision support systems
within psychiatry

This chapter is submitted Van Hyfte DMH, De Vries Robbe PF, Van Der Maas AAF, Tjandra-Maga TB,
Zitman FG Molecular Psychiatry
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1. Introduction
Irrational and inconsistent use of psychoactive drugs is common in clinical practice due to the complexity
of knowledge and the data intensive nature of the psychoactive drug prescription process which requires
true expertise in clinical, pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge '
For hundreds of years most drugs were highly impure mixtures of only vaguely known compositions In
those days, the drug selection was based on empirical knowledge of the expected wanted/unwanted
effect of a preparation How the mixture produced such effects, namely the pharmacological mode of
action of the drug, was beyond the knowledge at that time 2 Over the past years this situation has
changed remarkably Due to the new insights and the fast evolution of our knowledge in cellular and
molecular biology, multiple pharmacological drug receptors are characterised and provide us with an
insight in the way drugs act to produce their effects at the molecular level resulting in the clinically
observable effects
Today a clinician is required to know the expected clinical effect, how the beneficial effect is brought
about, and how the drug interacts with the body components at the molecular level to initiate such an
effect A modem clinician who tries to practice drug therapy only by remembering a list of indications or
clinical uses cannot provide the standard of care required3 Nowadays rational drug prescription requires
the integration of knowledge derived from different disciplines varying from basic sciences to applied
c//mca/ sciences, in order to provide an evidence based4 decision
Although the multidisciplmarity of neuropsychopharmacology is a great advantage, some experts 57
mention that the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain is an /// structured knowledge domain,
because its seems vague, it is loosely organized and lacks hard pathophysiological criteria It is difficult for
the clinician to integrate this knowledge which leads to the well-known lost-m-hyperspace syndrome
caused by cognitive overload and disorientation e10 The lack of formalisation of the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain is also mentioned as an obstacle in the further development of
knowledge based systems for the neuropsychiatrie domain In this way, there is a need to develop a
general framework of knowledge which defines the concepts, their properties and interrelationships which
circumscribes the clinical, pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutical knowledge relevant for
psychoactive drug prescription process In this paper we will present a multidisciplmary framework of
knowledge which organizes the entities of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain relevant to
psychoactive drug selection process

2. Method
We propose a formal approach for modelling based on theories and methods from Artificial Intelligence in
Medicine (AIM) used in the development of knowledge based systems This formal approach of modelling
is based on three methodological principles
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A first methodological principle is knowledge level modelling. As it is stated by Newell11, it is possible to
make a distinction between knowledge and its symbolic representation in a computer language. The
merits of an analysis of knowledge on a human understandable high-level description instead of
computer language have been recognized by a majority of researchers in the field. Knowledge level
models have been proven useful as a communication vehicle between domain experts and knowledge
engineers because the terminology used in the knowledge model is easier to understand for nonprogrammers ,2 . The central purpose of Artificial Intelligence applied to Medicine (AIM) is to develop
domain models of expertise for diagnosis and therapy planning at the knowledge level in the Newell sense
1314_

A second widely accepted principle of modelling separates reasoning ( procedural knowledge ) from
domain specific knowledge (declarative knowledge) 1215 . The declarative knowledge 16 encompass the
factual neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge independently of any particular problem The
procedural knowledge 171β , on the other hand, specifies how to solve the psychoactive drug treatment
process and how to make a rational drug selection for the individual patient It is related to the use of the
declarative knowledge during the reasoning process
A third principle is based on making explicit the declarative knowledge into a domain model which
describes the subknowledge domains, the concepts, their properties and interrelationships. In describing
our domain model we use different levels of abstraction. At the highest level of abstraction, the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge is structured within general medical concepts. At a next
level, we analyse the different subdomams and their interrelationships which constitute the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain. At the lowest level, we describe the concepts, their properties
and interrelationships addressed by the clinician during the drug prescription process.
It is recognized by different researchers1921, that this formal approach offers different advantages:
1. Knowledge level modelling is understandable both for domain experts and knowledge engineers. This
may facilitate the knowledge acquisition process for building knowledge based systems12
2. The method that separates reasoning from domain specific knowledge allows us to reuse and share
knowledge across divergent domains In this way, it is possible to reuse reasoning strategies to
manage depression to bipolar disorder or to share domain knowledge to solve completely different
tasks such as therapy planning and monitoring. This can save development effort in building new
application domains.
3. This formal represented domain model allows us to organize the knowledge in a way that supports an
efficient retrieval of relevant knowledge. This is particularly important in a time with a increasing need
for communication, sharing and reuse of data and knowledge ^,
4. This formal model may ultimately help to identify the gaps in our knowledge.
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3. The main concepts
knowledge domain

of

the

neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic

As it is stated by Weiss et al. 2 3 and illustrated in figure 1, it is possible to organize the concepts involved
in medicine around five mam concepts ' (1) clinical observations of patients (signs and symptoms), (2)
clinical diagnoses (disorders and diseases) and pathophysiological states (3) deep level knowledge about
the mechanisms of disease and disorders , (4) diagnostic investigations and (5) clinical management
(drug and non drug therapies).
The first three concepts can be represented as a layered structure of three horizontal planes The
concepts diagnostic investigations and clinical management are visualized as planes orthogonal to the
first three concepts since they represent intervention actions 24. As neuropsychopharmacology is a
specification of medicine, it is possible to describe this domain as a specialization of these concepts. In
the next paragraphs we will analyse these mam concepts of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic
knowledge domain separately

Patient Signs and Symptoms

ο <o

Diseases and Disorders
Pathophysiological States

ra
υ
c
—

ω
E
α)
en
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Molecular&Cellular Biology
Mechanisms of disease

Figure 1 : The graphical representation of the five mam concepts of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic
knowledge domain

3.1. Patient signs and symptoms
The signs and symptoms of patients are the observable manifestations of the disease states. For
instance, the physical signs are the observations made by the doctor during physical examination.
The Symptoms are subjective sensations, such as feelings, thoughts, opinions, and memories or other
observations that a patient reports about his or her body and mind. The assessment of the subjective
sensations of the patient forms the basic part of the psychiatric examination The signs and symptoms of
the neuropsychiatrie domain can be grouped according to some criteria. For instance, in the diagnostic
and statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM III), there are 133 signs and symptoms organized into 15
distinct groups For example; the symptoms anxiety, obsessions and panic attacks can all be considered
as belonging to the group of neurotic symptoms and are related to the neurotic disorders5
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3.2. Diseases and disorders - Pathophysiological states
Diseases and disorders are the focal concepts of medicine around which medical knowledge and
experience are organized The disorders and diseases can be described by a set of charactenstic
features that highlight various aspects of the underlying pathological process such as location
(topography) of, or structural changes (morphology) in the diseased body region, the causative agents
(etiology), or the manifestations that the disease may cause (symptomatology) and characteristics such as
duration (temporal patterns ) and severity of the illness2526
As an example we use the different characteristic features to describe the depressive disorders27 From a
symptomatological point of view there is the distinction between vital and personal depressions From an
etiological point of view there is the distinction between psychogenic depression, neurotic depression,
organic depression, involutional depression and many others Based on temporal patterns there exists the
distinction between cyclothymia and unipolar /bipolar depressive disorders
The clinical interpretations or pathophysiological states, such as disturbances in perception and cognition,
form the interface between the clinical medicine level and the basic science level As it is stated by Weiss
et al 23, they are not identical to the signs and symptoms because they represent high level
pathophysiological states or clinical interpretations of the underlying pathophysiological processes of a
disorder These pathophysiological states form the biological underpinning of the signs and symptoms
As it is stated by Van Praag 2Θ, psychiatric symptoms are the behavioral manifestations of an underlying
psychological dysfunction or pathophysiological state For instance, a visual hallucination is a symptom
which is the clinical representation of a underlying perceptual dysfunction

3.3. Molecular and cellular biology - Mechanisms of disease
At present day progress is being reported in many areas of the basic sciences concerning the deep level
knowledge of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge domain The knowledge of the
neurobiochemical, neurophysiological and neuropsychological processes and mechanisms serve to
explain why and how neuropsychiatrie disorders start and progress The analysis of these mechanisms
underlying the clinical effects of different drugs is a vital part of psychopharmacology ^

3.4. Diagnostic investigations
The signs and symptoms are the observable manifestations of a disease and are further complemented
by functional and laboratory examinations such as MRI, PET-scan, laboratory, various clinical tests and
monitoring activities 25 The monitonng activities may include measurement of vital signs at specific
intervals such as laboratory testing of blood, liver or thyroid function This monitoring activities are
important because several disease states as well as possible drug interactions require caution during the
administration of psychotropic medication The use of psychotropic medication in this condition requires
special risk-benefit considerations If the risk is acceptable, the clinician should know the monitoring
activities that are required under this conditions ^
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3.5. Clinical management
While the various diagnostic investigations provide access to the patient findings, the clinical management
or therapies (drug and non drug therapies) provides means of affecting (modify, slow down, stop, or
reverse) the symptoms and/or underlying disorder processes. Once a therapy is instituted, it changes
many of the relationships between the pathophysiological states which are also reflected at the level of
observations.

4. The neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge domain
In the next step we analyse the different subdomains of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge
domain. Neuropsychopharmacotherapy forms an aggregation of different disciplines, namely from the
basic neurosciences (neuroanatomy, neurochemistry, neurophysiology, etc.) through clinical
neuropharmacology and neuropsychiatry. As it is depicted in figure 2 the neuropsychopharmacotherapy
knowledge domain can conceptually be divided into two separate knowledge domains which are
characterized by their own knowledge structures and reasoning processes31;32.
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I The c//'n/'ca/ medicine domain, on the one hand, consists of an aggregation of different subdisciplmes
such as neuropsychiatry and many other clinical disciplines. Neuropsychiatry is the medical specialty that
combines knowledge of neurology and psychiatry within a common framework of the neurosciences which
is approached primarily from a biological point of view. Neuropsychiatry emphasizes the somatic
substructures on which emotions and behaviour are based and the organic disturbances of the central
nen/ous system that gives rise to neuropsychiatrie disorders. The mam actors in this clinical domain, the
clinicians, are focusing on the ill patient as a whole and are especially dealing with diseases and
disorders, signs and symptoms and their interrelationships. The mam clinical tasks and decisions to solve
the problems they are dealing with are diagnosis, prognosis, clinical management, treatment and patient
monitoring25.
II. The basic sciences, on the other hand, are studying the structures and functions of the biosystems in
health and disease, ranging from a molecular over cellular level to the whole patient. These basic
sciences are by large represented by the domains of anatomy and cellular biology, physiology, molecular
biology, pathophysiology, pharmacology and many other disciplines. Insights and greater understanding
of how the molecular and cellular biology events give rise to macroscopic phenomena, such as the
observable parameters of behaviours and diseases, would lead to major breakthroughs in the daily
rational and optimal therapy of patients ^ The pathophysiological mechanisms and the
pharmacotherapeutical mechanism of drugs form the interface between the clinical and basic science
domain, by describing the molecular events that give rise to respectively the pathophysiological states and
the clinical effects of the drug.

5. Multilevel information on knowledge about Drug-Therapy, Therapeutics
and Generic Drugs
At the lowest level of abstraction we describe the concepts, their properties and interrelationships of the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain within the framework of the mam concepts. We organize this
description from three distinct points of view, namely from (1) a dnjg-therapy (2) a product oriented and
(3) a substance onented point of view
I. The drug therapy viewpoint describes the therapeutically wanted and unwanted effects of the drugs
and the clinical and therapeutical use (indication and contraindication).
II. The product viewpoint comprises information on the therapeutical preparation manufactured and
marketed by a pharmaceutical company.
III. The substance oriented viewpoint has a strong pharmacological point of view on drugs and describes
the pharmacological actions and effects of the drugs on cellular and subcellular level.
Table 1 enumerates the concepts, the relations between the concepts and the associated knowledge
subdomams. Figure 3 represents the concepts, the relations and concrete examples of these concepts.
These examples of the concepts are situated m the area of antidepression therapy. The properties of the
concepts are not mentioned in the table/ illustration. In the following paragraphs we describe the three
distinct points of view more in detail.
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Knowledge subdomain
Relation name
Concept
Concept
has Indication (1)
Clinical Pharmacological
DSM IV Diagnosis
Drug Therapy
has Contraindication for {2a) Special Patient Group
Clinical Pharmacological
Drug Therapy
has Contraindication for (2b) Special Disease State
Clinical Pharmacological
Drug Therapy
has Contraindication for (2c) Generic Drug
Clinical Pharmacological
Drug Therapy
Therapeutic
Pharmacotherapeutic
Drug Therapy
has Therapeutic (10)
Pharmacotherapeutic
Generic Drug
Therapeutics
has Drug (11)
Pharmacodynamical
has Pharmacological action (3)Pharmacological action
Generic Drug
has Metabolization process (4)Metabolization process
Pharmacokinetical
Generic Drug
has Process (5)
Neurophysiological process Pharmacodynamical
Pharmacological action
Metabolization process
Pharmacokinetical
has Process (5)
Pharmacological action
has Location (12)
Pharmacokinetical
Metabohzation process
Enzyme
Pharmacokinetical
Metabolization process
Plasma level
Causes (6)
Receptor
Pharmacodynamical
has Location (12)
Neurophysiological process
Physiological state
Physiological state
Physiological
Causes (6)
has Clinical signs (7)
Clinical signs
Clinical
DSM IV diagnosis
Clinical
has Rating scales (8)
Rating scales
DSM IV diagnosis
Clinical
Physiological state
has monitoring activities (9) Monitoring activity
the
knowledge
subdomams
of
the
Table
1 The
concepts,
the
relations
and
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain
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Figure 3 The conceptual organization of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge domain.
Legend : The arrows are the relations between the concepts as described in table 1.
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5.1. Information on drug therapy
Information on drug therapy comprises knowledge about the clinical use of psychoactive drugs. It
comprise information on the indication, effectiveness, contraindications and therapeutic unwanted effects
or side effects. Different kinds of psychoactive drug therapies existing from simple, such as a
monotherapy to more complex augmentation and combinations regimens (e.g. TCA combined with a
SSRI). Each drug therapy consists of one or more therapeutics (relation 10) and encloses information
about the required dosing frequency, the initial and maintenance dose and the rouie of administration for a
certain medicinal purpose. We describe the « has indication » (relation 1) and the « has contraindication »
(relation 2) relation and its properties more in detail in the following paragraphs.

5.1.1. The indication
Every drug therapy has an indication for a certain disorder/ pathophysiological state. This indication is
described by the property fype of action (e.g. curative, preventive) &, treatment phase (e.g. acute,
continuation, maintenance) and the level of validation of its use. The level of validation is derived from
clinical research studies and can be classified according to different categories (e.g. evidence from
randomised controlled clinical trails, open trails and retrospective analyses, case reports and expert
opinions) 35. The « has indication » relation can be further qualified by the property efficacy defined in
reference to a specific disease state for a specific patient population and is based on the success rate as
found in double blind clinical studies.

5.1.2. The contraindication
A drug therapy can have a therapeutic unwanted effect or side effects due to drug-host reaction (relation
2a), drug-disease (relation 2b) or drug-drug interactions (relation 2c), which is described by the « has
contraindication » relation. This relation can be further qualified by the properties frequency of occurrence,
clinical significance of the side effect (e.g. very significant, significant, or temporary) x and the degree to
which the drug therapy is contraindicated (e.g. absolute, strong, relative, or mild). Furthermore it can be
extended by a value that indicate if the side effect is well established (e.g. definite, strong evidence, some
evidence, or suspected only) and the frequency or incidence of adverse effects (values are rarely,
sometimes, often, or very often) which indicate the safety of a certain therapy. A standardised
representation for contraindications that can be used for drug knowledge bases is proposed by Liu et al. 37
and Riou et al. &.

5.2. Information on product
The phamiacotherapeutical knowledge comprises information on the therapeutical preparation
manufactured and marketed by a pharmaceutical company. The product is named by its trade name,
ongm and legislation/registration-data, information on its active components (relation 11), and its strength,
modality (e.g. tablets, capsule, ampoule etc.) , dosage form and cosi A standard representation of
information on product level is presented by Milstem et al. & and Caffan et al. ^
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5.3. Information on substance
The substance or generic level describes the substance as the active component in the most restricted
sense ( as a 'basic' substance). An active component is a substance with pharmacological properties
used in therapeutics. In the clinical domain the substances are referred to by their generic name. Usually
these substances do not include fixed combinations of other pharmaceutical substances. These generic
level includes information on the ongin of the component, the chemical and pharmacological class of the
substance Μ . The substance oriented level has a strong pharmacological point of view on drugs and
emphasis the pharmacological properties in terms of the pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic
characteristics of the drugs.

5.3.1. The pharmacodynamic
Pharmacodynamics represented by the « has pharmacological action » relation (relation 3) describes
what the dmg does to the body, it describes both how the desirable and undesirable effects of the drug
occur at multiple peripheral and central sites (topographical) and through the influence of numerous
modes and mechanisms of action (functional). In this way, pharmacodynamics provide us with both
topographical (structural) (relation 12) and functional (relation 5) knowledge about the drugs actions.
Drugs act on different sites such as on organs-, tissues-, cellular- or subcellular level and upon different
receptors, enzymes, carrier molecules and other macromolecules. It is important to emphasises the fact
that drugs do not create functions, but merely stimulate or inhibit functions already inherent in the cells,
this is described by the mode of actions ( e.g. agonsist, antagonist) of drugs. These interactions produce a
cascade of events, along a causa/ pathway (relation 6), involving changes in subcellular components of a
target neuron or groups of neurons, ultimately cumulating in clinical relevant, behavioural effects.

5.3.2. The pharmacokinetic
Pharmacokinetics describes what the body does to a drug. It is characterised by four primary phases : the
absorption, distribution, biotransformation and elimination phase of drugs. The biotransformation of a drug
is represented by the « is metabolised » relation (relation 4) which results into a plasma level of a drug.
The pharmacokinetic phases are designed efficiently to ensure that sufficient quantity of drugs reach their
receptor sites to elicit the desired therapeutic effect. The most important pharmacokinetic factors are :
volume of distribution (Vd), biological half-life (T%), steady state concentration (Css) and clearance (CI).

6. Discussion
This multidisciplinary framework of knowledge describes the clinical manifestations of the patient (signs
and symptoms), the clinical diagnoses of diseases and body system disorders together with the deep level
knowledge of the hypothesised underlying pathophysiological and pharmacodynamic processes. This is
further complemented by knowledge of the required diagnostic investigations and the recommended
clinical management to achieve therapeutical goals, supplemented by the knowledge about drug-therapy,
therapeutics and generic drugs. In this way, this multilevel model represents knowledge at increasing
levels of detail which range from a clinical syndrome level to a detailed pathophysiological level.
This knowledge model resembles as a rich network of biomedical concepts, their properties and
interrelationships which may be represented as a semantic net and can be formally described w. As it is
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stated by Steffens et al *\ a formally represented and systematically acquired domain model serves as
the basis of computer based applications such as intelligent information retrieval, guideline authoring tools
and therapeutic decision support systems for use within the neuropsychophanmacotherapeutic domain
Several expert systems for psychopharmacotherapy have been described 42 u All these systems are first
generation expert systems representing domain specific and procedural knowledge in a mixed
representation, ι e rules A disadvantage criticized by Feischi 45 is the fact that these expert systems have
limited explanation capabilities because they were primarily based on clinical pharmacological (empirical)
knowledge They lack deep level knowledge expressed in terms of basic pathophysiological and
pharmacotherapeutical principles that underlie the rules and make the reasoning path of the knowledge
based system transparent to the user As it is stated before, rational psychoactive drug prescription
requires true expertise from clinical, pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge Therefore
this multiplicity of views must be implemented into the knowledge base of a psychopharmacological
advisor system 4 5

7. Conclusions and further research
This study shows that it is possible (1) to separate domain specific knowledge and reasoning strategies
concerning psychopharmacotherapy This may help to share and reuse knowledge which facilitates the
development of different application domains in neuropsychiatry (2) To compose a multilevel model that
integrates both clinical and deep level knowledge, and (3) to formally describe the entities of the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain
Nowadays, the artificial intelligence technology has at is disposal techniques to build second generation
expert systems based on explicit domain models We expect that this multidisciplinary framework of
knowledge on psychoactive drugs can serve as a theoretical foundation of future knowledge bases such
as for example drug-formularies, -compendia and psychopharmacological advisor systems We are
developing now a Multidisciplinary Psychoactive Drug Selection -advisor system, M-PADS, which
supports the integration of various types of biomedical information and delivers that integrated information
supportive to evidence based rational drug prescription « The appropriate next step in the developing of
a knowledge based system is the modelling of the psychoactive drug selection task This step is to be
followed by the development of the inference system as well as the practical evaluation and validation of
the expert system in clinical practice
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Chapter 3
An integrated procedure for rational psychoactive
drug selection. Combining Clinical, Pathophysiological
and Pharmacotherapeutic knowledge for use within the
patient-specific framework*
Abstract
Background
In daily clinical practice, clinician are confronted with the problem of choosing an appropriate drug
treatment for a specific patient. In spite of the development of different clinical algorithms there is as yet
no model describing precisely the clinical reasoning process a clinician should perform during the
psychoactive drug selection process. This article describes a generic medication algorithm for a rational
psychoactive drug selection procedure
Method
In this paper we use a formal approach for modelling based on methods from Artificial Intelligence in
Medicine (AIM). We describe the psychoactive drug selection task in well known domain terminology and
not in its symbolic representation of a computer language. We separate patient data from generic medical
knowledge. The generic medical knowledge is furthermore divided into reasoning (procedural knowledge)
and domain specific knowledge (declarative knowledge) We conceptualise the procedural knowledge by
analysing the questions and the factors involved in the psychoactive drug selection process to treat
individual patients
Results
Based on this information analysis, we describe the psychoactive drug selection process by means of an
integrated algorithm based on seven essential questions. These questions refer to reasoning tasks a
clinician should perform: (1) formulating the drug-therapy options for treating a specific psychiatric
disorder, (2) checking this drug-therapy options for possible contraindications, (3) determining the level of
contraindication, (4) weighing the risks of the relative contraindications, (5) determining the monitoring
activities and (6) rank ordering the options according to different neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic and
associated pharmacoeconomic parameters, (7) determining the patient preferences
Conclusions
We have shown that it is possible to develop a generic medication algorithm for rational psychoactive drug
selection. This algorithm has important implications for further development of guidelines and therapeutic
decision support systems within psychiatry.
*This chapter is submitted: Van Hyfte DMH, Van Der Maas AAF, De Vries Robbé PF, Tjandra-Maga TB,
Zitman FG. Journal of International Methods in Psychiatric Research.
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1 . Introduction
In daily clinical practice, clinicians are confronted with the problem of choosing an appropriate drug
treatment for a specific patient. In the literature, a large body of evidence shows the difficulty of making a
rational choice from the available wide range of drugs 13. Rational drug prescription is defined
operationally as the evidence-based 4 effective, safe, convenient and economic way of using therapeutic
agents 5 .
Many clinical algorithms are developed within psychiatry 69. Although these algorithms facilitate clinical
decision-making and make clinical decisions explicit they have some shortcomings :
1. They do not support the individualisation of drug treatment based on patient-specific factors such as
age, concomitant drug use and comorbid somatic disorders910.
2. Until now there is no common format for these guidelines, consequently much effort is required to
specify new guidelines or to make these guidelines site or context specific.
3. In these guidelines different types of knowledge are mixed up which makes updating difficult and time
consuming whenever new insights emerge n .
4. These guidelines refer to patient data, however as it is stated by Shaneyfelt et al. 12 and PattisonGordon et al. 13 in most clinical algorithms this patient data is often implicit described.
These clinical algorithms are arranged like first generation expert systems in the seventies where the
knowledge was directly elicited from a domain expert and expressed in rules. Nowadays we have to our
disposal techniques which overcome the drawbacks of first generation expert systems. At present day we
have the methodology to our disposal that helps to specify the knowledge structures and the reasoning
steps of the psychoactive drug selection process. In this paper we describe an integrated medication
algorithm for psychoactive drug selection which takes into account clinical, biomedical and
neuropsychopharmacological aspects together with patient related factors in order to come to a rational
decision to choose the therapeutic drug tailored for the individual patient needs.
2. Method
We propose a formal approach for modelling based on theories and methods from Artificial Intelligence in
Medicine (AIM) used in the development of knowledge based systems. This formal approach of modelling
is based on four methodological principles :
A first methodological principle is knowledge level modelling ". We describe the psychoactive drug
selection process in well known domain terminology and not in its symbolic representation of a computer
language.
A second principle separates patient data from generic medical knowledge.
A third widely accepted principle of modelling separates the generic medical knowledge into reasoning
(procedural knowledge ) and domain specific(declarative) knowledge u 15. The declarative knowledge 16
(« What to know ») characterizes knowledge about concepts and relationships of the application domain.
The procedural knowledge 1617 («What to do»), on the other hand, specifies how to solve the
psychoactive drug treatment process and how to make a rational drug selection. It is related to the use of
the declarative knowledge during the reasoning process.
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A forth principle is based on making explicit the procedural knowledge by analysing the questions and the
factors involved in the psychoactive drug selection process.
It is recognised by different researchers 1B20, that this formal approach offers different advantages for
both the clinician and the knowledge engineer:
For the clinician :
1. This formal method permit to structure complex problems and avoids an intuitive approach which
makes the decision making process transparent and discussible.
2. It makes explicit the patient data and the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge to be collected
and used during the decision making process13.
3. This formal model may ultimately help to identify the gaps in our knowledge.
For the knowledge engineer :
1. Knowledge level modelling is understandable both for domain experts and knowledge engineers,
which facilitates the knowledge acquisition process for building knowledge based systems 11. These
knowledge based systems are particularly important in a time with an increasing need for
communication, sharing and reuse of data and knowledge21.
2. The method that separates reasoning from domain specific knowledge allows us to reuse reasoning
components, across divergent domains (such as reasoning strategies to manage depression, bipolar
disorder...). This can save development effort when we build new decision aids for other application
domains.
3. This compartmentahsation allows us to share domain specific knowledge by different reasoning
strategies to solve completely different tasks and helps to minimise the difficulty of updating, both
when new neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge comes available and in the situation of new
reasoning strategies.

3. The decision making model
The first step in our information analysis is the decomposition of the decision making model for rational
psychoactive drug selection. The rational choice of a drug is the skill to use the integrative knowledge of
drugs from molecular to clinical level together with patient data to decide the best possible treatment for
that specific patient condition ^ In earlier research, we described this decision making process as
illustrated in figure 1 23 . The basic elements of this clinical decision making model are the patient data on
the one hand and the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge related to psychoactive drug
treatment on the other hand. This neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge can further be divided
into reasoning (procedural) knowledge and domain specific (declarative) knowledge. In the following
paragraphs we will analyse the patient data and the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge domain
separately.
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Figure 1 The decision making model for rational psychoactive drug selection.

3.1. The patient data
The patient data of the neuropsychiatrie patient to treat consists of the following parameters which are
important for drug decision making.
The individual patient is described in terms of its age , gender and ethnicity. These characteristics may
group the individual patient into spec/a/ patient groups such as the paediatric and geriatric patient (age)
and the Caucasian or Asiatic type (ethnicity).
The mental status examination complemented with the psychiatric history is described by its signs and
symptoms (symptomatology) eventually documented with the results of specific rating scales , its onset
and duration (temporal patterns) and by the severity of the illness. The patients general medical history,
the physical examination together with the diagnostic and laboratory results may help to defecf spec/a/
disease states such as renal, hepatic or cardiovascular diseases which may influence the choice of a
specific therapy. This patient-specific information describes furthermore the patients concurrent
medication, past psychoactive drug treatments and clinical response to earlier drug treatments in the
patient and/or in first degree relatives. Furthermore it is important to describe the patient preferences such
as the likelihood of a certain modality (tablets, liquid,...) to improve the medication compliance as it is
mentioned by Spreckelsen et al.24.
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3.2 The declarative neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge
The neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge domain integrates c//n/ca/ and basic science knowledge
concerning rational drug therapy of neuropsychiatrie disorders. It includes both the study of the clinical
effects in patients and the expert pharmacological knowledge of how this effect is brought about.
Especially as far as it is known today, the pathophysiological mechanisms and the pharmacological
action mechanism of drugs forms the interface between the clinical and basic science domain, by
describing the molecular events that give rise to respectively the pathophysiological states and the clinical
effects of the drug.
As illustrated in figure 2, the complexity of the clinical and basic science phenomena of the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge domain can be organized around five mam concepts. (1)
clinical manifestations of the patient (signs and symptoms), (2) clinical diagnoses of diseases and body
system disorders and pathophysiological states (3) deep level knowledge about the underlying
pathophysiological and the pharmacodynamical/kmetical processes, (4) the required diagnostic
investigations (electrocardiograms, therapeutic drug monitoring) and (5) the recommended clinical
management (drug and non drug therapies). This is supplemented by facts and comparisons about drugtherapies, therapeutics and generic drugs.
The clinical knowledge about the uses of psychoactive drugs is described in terms of its indication
(relation 1 in figure 2), side effects and possible contraindications (relation 2). This knowledge is further
extended by the monitonng activities (relation 9) the clinician should perform for each side effect and the
use of rating scales for the assessment of the clinical signs and symptoms (relation 8) In addition the
pharmacotherapeutic knowledge is described in terms of cost and modality (relation 5).This
pharmacotherapeutic knowledge is further complemented by pharmacological knowledge of how the
therapeutically wanted or unwanted effects may be brought about by influencing the underlying
(patho)physiological processes (pathway over relations 3-4-6).
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Figure 2 The conceptual organisation of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge domain.
Legend : Relation 1,2a, 2b, 2c and 9 belongs to Clinical pharmacological knowledge.
Relation 5,10 and 11 belongs to Pharmacotherapeutic knowledge.
Relation 3 belongs to Pharmacodynamical knowledge.
Relation 4 belongs to Pharmacokinetical knowledge.
Relation 6 belongs to Pathophysiological knowledge.
Relation 7 and 8 belongs to Clinical knowledge.

4. The procedural knowledge
The next step in our information analysis is to model the procedural knowledge which specifies how to
solve the drug selection problem and how to make the appropriate decisions 16 · 17 . We perform this
information analysis by formulating seven essential questions (illustrated in table 1 ) a clinician should ask
himself during the psychoactive drug selection process. In the next paragraphs we describe the
psychoactive drug selection process by means of an algorithm as illustrated in figure 3. In this algorithm
the patient data is represented by means of a lozenge on the left side whereas the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge is represented by a lozenge on the right side.
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These seven essential questions can be matched within 3 steps which are conceptually defined by
Chewning et al. 25 . These authors describe the following 3 steps during a drug selection process :
Step 1 : Generate candidate treatments (Question 1), Step 2 : Filter out those drug options that are in
conflict with one ore more aspects of the patients medical condition (Question 2,3,4) or non-medical
condition (Question 7) and step 3 : Rank order those options that still represent feasible alternatives
(Question 6).

1.
2.
3
4
5.
6
7

Which are the drug-therapy options ?
Are there contraindications based on Drug-Drug interactions/ Pathophysiological states ?
Absolute or relative contraindications ?
Are ttie risks of the relative contraindications acceptable ?
What are the recommendations ?
Which is the most preferable option based on (Clinical)pharmacological/ Pharmacoeconomical parameters7
Are the therapeutical options acceptable for the patient ">

Table 1. The seven essential questions of the psychoactive drug selection procedure.
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4.1. Which are the drug-therapy options ?
We assume that the need for treatment based on the confirmed diagnosis is justified Once the diagnosis
has been made, the physician generates the optimal treatment plan for each patient Commonly, several
therapy options exist which include non-pharmacological approaches, medication, and a combination of
medication and psychotherapy We do not denial psychotherapeutic interventions but in this paper we
consider the psychopharmacological approach as a therapeutical option In this case, the first question the
clinician should ask is 'Which drug-therapy options are indicated for this diagnosis ?' The answer to this
question is a list of possible psychoactive drug options that are indicated for the diagnosis under
consideration This list of drug-therapy options is further mentioned as Drug-Therapy Options - list (DTO)
This DTO-list can be considered as a list of psychopharmacological treatment options for a standard
patient with a certain diagnosis9

4.2. Are there contraindications ?
The next step in the drug selection process is to individualise the DTO-list for the patient under
consideration This process is done by filtering out the psychoactive drug options from the DTO- list which
may be in conflict with some medical (questions 2,3,4) and non medical (question 7) aspects of the
patient 26
4 21 Are there contraindications based on drug-drug interactions ?
The second question the clinician should ask himself is whether there are contraindications based on
possible drug-drug interactions with the concurrent medication of the patient As it is mentioned by several
authors27 29 it is of considerable importance to rule out possible drug-drug interactions which may cause
significant inhibition of the metabolism of both the concomitant non-psychotropic medication of the patient
as well as the psychotropic medication itself
4 2 2 Are there contraindications based on special disease states or special patient group ?
After ruling out the drug-therapy options from the DTO-list which are contramdicated due to
pharmacological drug-drug interactions, the next step is to evaluate possible contraindications based on
special disease states or if the patient belongs to a special patient group
As is mentioned by several authors, :x>3a there exist various disease states such as pre-existing
cardiovascular disease, cerebral dysfunction, or impaired hepatic or renal function for which psychotropic
medications are contramdicated, in order to avoid agents that exacerbate the medical condition of the
patient For instance, many medical conditions can affect the metabolism of antidepressants and some
antidepressants have negative effects on certain illnesses These factors should be considered when
choosing a drug to treat depression in a patient with a concurrent medical illness On the other hand, there
are several patient groups, such as pregnant, breastfeeding women or elderly patients for which the use
of certain psychotropic medications are contramdicated ^ ^
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4.3. Absolute or relative contraindications ?
The next task the clinician should perform is determining the level of contraindication. According to Schou
36
a absolute contraindication implicate so great danger that the use of a specific drug option is not
allowed. Conversely, a contraindication is defined relative when the use of a drug is allowed, but it needs
some precautions. If the therapeutical option is an absolute contraindication for the patient condition than
this option should be ruled out from the DTO-hst

4.4. Are the risks of the relative contraindications acceptable ?
Several disease states as well as possible drug-drug interactions require caution in the administration of
psychotropic medication. For example, the use of psychotropics with strong anticholinergic side effects for
patients with mild dementia of physiological aetiology which are sensitive to anticholinergic side effects.
The use of psychotropic medication in this conditions requires special risk-benefit considerations. If the
risks are not acceptable this therapeutical options should be removed from the DTO-hst.

4.5. What are the monitoring activities ?
If the risk is acceptable, the clinician should know the monitor activities that are required under this
conditions x. Special monitoring activities may include measurement of vital signs at specific intervals,
recording fluid intake or output, periodic electrocardiograms, laboratory testing of blood, liver and thyroid
function.

4.6. Which is the most preferable option ?
To determine which drug option is most appropriate for an individual patient when two ore more drugs are
available, the next step is to rank order those drug options that still represent feasible alternatives. This
rank ordering process may be done on three major principles or a combination :
1. A first principle is based on the pasf response of the patient and first degree relatives to a
psychopharmacological treatment. If a patient or his first degree relatives responded well and
tolerated a specific pharmacotherapy than the same treatment option is recommended again.
Similarly, if a patient failed to respond or tolerate an adequate trail of a specific drug treatment, than
that therapeutical drug option is not recommended9.
2. A second principle is based on clmicalpharmacological criteria such as clinical efficacy, considerations
of safety and tolerabihty and/or on pharmacological criteria such as pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics.
3. A third principle is based on pharmacoeconomical factors such as cost-effectiveness.
The second and third rank ordering principle are described in formulary decision making models such as
37 41
- . These formulary decision making models do not include any patient-related factors and should not
the only basis for drug decision making in treating individual patients10.

4.7. Are the therapeutical options acceptable for the patient ?
When the above mentioned medical considerations suggest that several therapeutic options are
equivalent, patient preference should dictate the therapy option choice9. As it is described by Spreckelsen
et al. 24 it is possible to improve the medication management outcome when patient preferences are
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incorporated into the drug selection process and regimen design (dose and schedule) Especially with the
expanded pharmaceutical product options today, patients have the opportunity to select modality, product,
and regimen which is sensitive to their preferences and drawn upon their past experience. The frequency,
route of administration and the need for laboratory tests to monitor drug therapy are all factors which
influence the patient whether he or she will take a medication as prescribed.

5. An elaborated example to illustrate the clinical algorithm
As an example to demonstrate how the above described considerations will affect the choice of an
antidepressant, we describe a case of a 75-year-old woman suffering from a first episode of major
depression associated with non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus type 2. The current medication of the
patient is (1) alprazolam 0,5 mg three times daily and (2) sustained release theophylline 400 mg twice
daily for prophylaxis of bronchial asthma.

5.1. Which are the drug-therapy options?
According to the Texas Medication Algorithm Project (TMAP) 9) for treatment of a major depressive
disorder, the following eight equally effective possible agents are recommended, the selective serotonmereuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) paroxetine, fluoxetine, sertraline, fluvoxamine and Citalopram together with
nefazodone, venlafaxine and mirtazapine These eight drugs as possible therapeutic options are now
listed in the DTO-list, as illustrated in figure 3.

5.2. Are there contraindications?
The next step in the drug selection process is to filter out the psychoactive drug options from the DTO-list
which may be in conflict with some existing medical aspects of the individual patient In the above
described Case we consider the following three medical aspects. (1) the patient belongs to the elderly as
a special patient group, (2) the concomitantly present special disease state: diabetes mellitus and, (3) the
concomitant medication for other clinical indications alprazolam and theophylline.

5.2.1. Are there contraindications based on drug-drug interactions?
We first consider possible pharmacokinetic drug-drug interactions between the possible drug therapy
options and the related concomitant medications Based on theoretical and experimental data as
illustrated in table 2, drug interactions as a result of enzyme inhibition of the same drug metabolising
enzyme can be predicted. This prediction, can be derived in a pragmatically way by knowing the metabolic
pathways of a drug and iso-enzymes which are involved in their metabolism, and whether a drug to be
combined in therapy has inhibitory effects on that particular iso-enzyme. The degree of interaction and
whether the consequences will be clinically meaningful, will depend on factors such as the drug involved,
drug dosage, therapeutic index and clinical state of the patient.
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Drug
alprazolam
theophylline
paroxetine
fluoxetine
sertraline
fluvoxamme
Citalopram
nefazodone
venlafaxme
mirtazapme

Cytochrome Ρ 450

(CYP) iso-enzyme

1A2

2C9

substrate

substrate

2D6

3A4
substrate

inhibitor

inhibitor

substrate, inhibitor
substrate, inhibitor
substrate, inhibitor
inhibitor

inhibitor
inhibitor
substrate
inhibitor
substrate, inhibitor

substrate

substrate

substrate

substrate

Table 2 The pharmacokinetic data and the CYP iso-enzymes responsible for drug metabolism for the concomitant
medication and the possible drug therapy options
The drug therapy option fluvoxamme is known to be a potent inhibitor of cytochrome P450 iso-enzyme
(CYP) 1A2 and 2C9, which also metabolise theophylline. Due to this pharmacokinetic drug-drug
interaction, the levels of theophylline can be elevated to toxic levels ^ Because theophylline toxicity is a
serious and sometimes fatal medical condition, the drug option fluvoxamme is absolutely contramdicated
in this case. The drug option fluvoxamme is put in the DTO-N drugs options list and is not taken into
consideration anymore.
Fluoxetine 42, paroxetine and nefazodone ^ inhibit another hepatic iso-enzyme P450 3A4 which also
metabolises alprazolam. This combination therapy may cause a clinically significant decrease in the
clearance of alprazolam, thus causing an increased half life and prolonged drug presence and
accumulation However, the concomitant use of alprazolam with fluoxetine, paroxetine or nefazodone is
considered as a relative contraindication only, but a reduction of the dose of alprazolam is recommended.
In the described case there are no pharmacodynamically mediated drug-drug interactions with the
concomitantly prescribed drugs.

5.2.2. Are there contraindications based on special disease state?
In patients with diabetes, fluoxetine may alter glycémie control u Hypoglycemia has occurred during
therapy with fluoxetine, and hyperglycemia has developed following discontinuation of the drug In this
way, fluoxetine forms a relative risk in the case of patients with diabetes mellitus. Moreover, hypoglycemia
related symptoms may be mistaken for the side-effects of fluoxetine (such as tremor, nausea, sweating
and anxiety). That's why we cannot accept the relative risk of this contraindication and put the therapy
option fluoxetine in the DTO - Ν drugs list
In table 3 we summarize the pharmaco-climcal data that is used to rule out the contraindications of the
drug therapy options, together with the special disease state/special patient group of the patient.
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diabetes mellitus
paroxetine
fluoxetine
sertraline
Citalopram
nefazodone
venlafaxme
mirtazapme

elderly

relative

relative

Table 3. The level of contraindication of the eight drug options in relation to the medical conditions of the
patient that will affect the choice of the antidepressant therapy

5.2.3. Are there contraindications based on special patient group profiles?
Nefazodone is mentioned to have a relative contraindication when it is administrated to elderly people
However, no special problems were encountered when nefazodone was studied in a group of 500 people
over the age of 65 with depression. As with most drugs, when administered to the elderly, it is useful to
start low and go slow to obtain therapeutic efficacy
Until now six drug therapy options are still in the DTO-list. namely, paroxetine, sertraline, Citalopram,
nefazodone, venlafaxme and mirtazapme and the therapy options fluvoxamme and fluoxetine are located
in the DTO - Ν drugs list The next step in the drug selection process is to rank order these drug options
according to different parameters such as potential side effects, prior response to a specific treatment and
pharmacoeconomic factors v. Since this step needs supporting further research data we simplify our
example, and will rank the drug therapy options in alphabetically order.

5.3 Patient preference
As conclusion patient preference for the drug treatment resulting from consultations with the clinician' In
the last step of the drug selection process, the patient together with the clinician should discuss and select
the best evidence-based, good practice drug therapy as the final chosen option. Table 4 illustrates the
drug product-pharmaceutical formulations options, their route of administration and daily dosing frequency
as factors that may also influence the patient best choice.
Pharmaceutical product

Route of
administration

Cipramil (Citalopram)
Remeron (mirtazapme)
Dutonm (nefazodone)
Seroxat (paroxetine)
Zoloft (sertraline)
Effexor (venlafaxme)
EffexorXR (venlafaxme)

PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO

Dosing frequency
per day
once-a-day
once-a-day
twice-a-day
once-a-day
once-a-day
twice-a-day
once-a-day

Table 4 The pharmaceutical knowledge of the drug therapy options.
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6. Conclusions and further research
This information analysis has shown that it is possible to develop a generic medication algorithm for
rational psychoactive drug selection which is based on the reasoning taking into account patient data on
the one hand and neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge related to psychoactive drug treatment on
the other
This analysis makes clear that (1) clinicians use very different types of knowledge and reasoning
strategies in solving the different steps of the psychoactive drug selection process , (2) it is possible to
separate domain specific factual knowledge from procedural knowledge, (3) to explicit describe the
required patient data This may help to share and reuse knowledge which facilitates the rigorous
development of clinical guidelines and the development of therapeutic decision support systems within
psychiatry
Nowadays, the artificial intelligence technology has at its is disposal techniques to build second
generation expert systems which overcome the limitations of the first generation expert systems for
psychopharmacotherapy 45 - 47 This algorithm will form the foundation for the development of a computer
based rational psychoactive drug selection system
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Chapter 4
A formal framework of knowledge to support
rational psychoactive drug selection*
Abstract
Background
Rational psychoactive drug selection is a data and knowledge intensive task which requires true expertise
from clinical, pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge. This paper presents a framework
of knowledge, which relates concepts from several disciplines required for psychoactive drug selection in
a formal way, i.e. the framework has unambiguous syntax and semantics.
Methods
We perform a knowledge acquisition analysis for the task of psychoactive drug selection. We use the
Galen Representation and Integration Language (GRAIL) to describe the acquired knowledge in a formal
way GRAIL supports poly-hierarchic structures and is expressive enough to support the level of detail
required for automated decision support.
Results
A formal framework of knowledge which relates concepts from several disciplines required for the task of
psychoactive drug selection.
Conclusions
It is feasible to model knowledge of several disciplines, such as psychiatry, biochemistry, pharmacology,
etc, and combine these models in one formal framework. A framework, when based on formal semantics,
avoids ambiguity and gives conceptual clarity and supports precise use of terminology which is required
when many domain experts (clinicians, pharmacologists and basic science researchers) are involved. A
formal framework permits linking of existing classification systems. It furthermore can serve as a
knowledge base for drug selection decision support systems.

*This chapter will be published in : Van Hyfte DMH, Van Der Maas AAF, Tjandra-Maga TB, De Vries
Robbé PF. A formal framework of knowledge to support rational psychoactive drug selection. Artificial
Intelligence in Medicine.
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1. Introduction
Rational psychoactive drug selection is a data and knowledge intensive task, which requires a varied
expertise. It requires integration of clinical, pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge '. A
modem clinician is expected to justify drug selection, hence is expected to know how potential beneficial
effects are brought about. Sometimes, it is needed to know how drugs interact with body components at
the molecular level to explain beneficial effects If a clinician tries to practice drug therapy only by
remembering a list of indications or clinical uses, (s)he cannot provide the standard of care required2 7.
Neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge relevant in clinical practice is stored in different information
sources such as reference texts, journal articles, compendia, drug formularies and drug databases. Each
of these information sources separately are not sufficient to support the task of rational psychoactive drug
selection
Compendia and drug formularies deliver superficial knowledge only, presented as conditional warnings
(e.g Clomipramine has contraindication Cimitidme), which provides the clinicians useful but limited
support. Journal articles and textbooks are less superficial as knowledge is described at several levels of
abstraction This combination of so called 'deep knowledge' and superficial knowledge is however very
much fragmented and spread out, hence not easily accessible when concrete decision problems are at
hand Use of 'deep knowledge', i.e. knowledge about pathophysiology and pharmacology, provides
knowledge to explain the mechanism of how drugs produce wanted and unwanted effects. Hence, this
knowledge really should be 'activated' and applied in practical clinical reasoning in order to be rational and
transparent, and to allow adequate decision support.
Several drug classification systems do already exist, but each classification alone is not sufficient to serve
as a multidisciplmary formal framework, i.e a framework with unambiguous syntax and semantics which
combines knowledge of involved disciplines as mentioned above . For instance, the pharmacological
classes of the ATC classification describe the mam pharmacological action mechanisms drugs, for
instance in the case of PROZAC, PROZAC is a Selective Serotonine Inhibitor (SSRI) but it is also a potent
inhibitor of the CYP-2D6 isoenzymes which plays an important role in drug-drug interactions Either the
ATC classification does not mention the inhibition of the CYP-2d6 isoenzymes. The ATC classification β
makes no distinction between all imaginable properties of drugs but refers only to their mam use 9. For
example, the mono amine oxidase inhibitors (pharmacological class) are classified by their therapeutical
use as antidepressants However, they are also effective to treat panic disorders. Another limitation of the
existing psychoactive drug classification systems is that they are adapted to only one type of use, i.e.
distinct classification systems exist for clinicians, pharmacologists and basic science researchers, and
these systems serve different pu/poses and have different levels of abstraction ,0 , hence conform
different requirements 2 1 1 . Every discipline has its own viewpoint, its own way of reasoning, use of
terminology and classification systems. Each of these classification systems are strongly goal-onented,
ι e the purpose of the classification system is built into the structure of the classification scheme. This
makes it difficult or even impossible to re-organize (re-use) these classification schemes to fit other
purposes.
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Furthermore, it is questionable whether any clinician, in a busy clinical setting, can integrate this
information during the task of psychoactive drug selection '2. Selection of appropriate drugs as well as
adequate therapeutic monitoring are key factors of quality of care which can greatly benefit from
development of computer based systems 1314. Such computer based systems require a formal, i.e.
unambiguous, representation of the required knowledge. Many computerized databases are already
developed for drug information (Thériaque in France 15, Martmdale in the UK, NDDF produced by First
Data Bank in the USA 16 and ABDA in Germany), but they do not contain information across different
levels of abstraction required when supporting the task of rational psycho active drug selection.
Furthermore, the contents of these databases are only partly formalized, i.e. to a large extent they contain
textual information. Until now, their principal contribution is the detection of drug-drug interactions9
The above mentioned limitations and the increasing complexity of information concerning the
pharmacology and the clinical use of psychoactive drugs, illustrates the need of a formal framework of
knowledge which defines the concepts relevant for the task of psychoactive drug selection. We will
propose a formal framework of knowledge, which serves as a theoretical basis for future knowledge bases
of drug selection decision support systems. We first focus on the requirements of such formal framework.
We then explicitly define the framework itself by structuring the neuropsychopharmacological concepts
and the relationships that hold among them We will illustrate the formal as well as multidisciplinary
aspects of the framework by showing an inference example which can be executed by a computer

2. Methods and requirements
Our objective is to develop a formal framework of knowledge in order to support the rational psychoactive
drug selection by computer based systems. The psychoactive drug selection requires both factual medical
knowledge (or declarative knowledge) and procedural knowledge The latter describes how factual
medical knowledge should be applied during the reasoning process π In this article we focus on the
formalization of the concepts of the factual knowledge not yet sufficiently formalized. In the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain our focus concerns concepts such as generic drug,
pharmacological action, neurophysiological processes and so on. Formalization of knowledge begins with
conceptualisation
of the domain of interest 1β
The
conceptualisation
of the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain is done by analysing existing drug classifications, compendia
and articles from psychopharmacological journals. This research is described elsewhere 19 and can be
summarized in table 1 which describes the concepts, their associated knowledge domain and an example
of each concept
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Concept
1
Drug Therapy

Knowledge subdomain
Clinical Pharmacological

2
3
4
5

Therapeutics
Generic Drug
DSM IV Diagnosis
Special Disease State

Pharmacotherapeutical
Pharmacotherapeutical
Clinical Pharmacological
Clinical Pharmacological

6
7

Special Patient Group
Pharmacological action

Clinical Pharmacological
Pharmacology

8
9
10
11
12
13

Metabohzation process
Plasma level
Neurophysiological process
Enzyme
Receptor
Therapeutic Unwanted
effect
Physiological state
Monitoring activity

Biochemistry
Pharmacokmetical
Neurophysiology
Biochemistry
Neurophysiology
Pathophysiology

Example
Anaframl-therapy, AnaframlLrthium-therapy
Anafranil
Clomipramine
Major depression
Hypotension, Renal failure,
Hepatic disease
Elderly, Lactatmg patient
Inhibition of CYP-2D6,
Antagonism of dopamine-2receptor at corpus striatum
CYP-2D6 Metabohzation process
High level of Clomipramine
Transduction of alpha-1-receptor
CYP-2D6
Alpha-1-receptor
Toxicity

Physiology
Clinical

Low blood pressure
Drug-monitoring

14
15

Table 1 The concepts, their associated knowledge domains and an example of the concepts used by the
clinician during the psychoactive drug selection task.
Our formalization of knowledge ends with the definition of an expressive framework with unambiguous
syntax and semantics in order to:
1
2.
3

allow the framework to contain all relevant semantically meaningful concepts with respect to
selection of appropriate drugs
allow the framework to support the classification of concepts from multiple point of views.
allow the knowledge to be accessible for computer based systems.

As been shown in other domains by Baker et al. ^ and Rosse et al 21 and evaluated by Rector Al. 2 2 , the
Galen Representation and Integration Language (GRAIL) 23 is suitable to built such framework. The
constraint mechanism with several levels of sanctioning restrict the construction of complex concepts to
only those that are semantically meaningful. The compositional character of Grail allows to compose new
complex concepts from elementary concepts and supports the classification of concepts according to the
definition of the concepts23 Grail supports multiple inheritance which allows the classification of concepts
according multiple point of views. A Grail model can represent knowledge with arbitrarily deep levels of
complexity in a formal way
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3. Framework definition
GRAIL models an application domain in terms of concepts, relations and objects The domain is a set of
objects and encompasses different things such as concrete objects, properties, values, actions etc These
objects are usual described as concepts or as relations between concepts The GRAIL formalism
represents concepts as elementary entities written in italics beginning with an upper case letter and
written as single words without spaces, eg Neurotransmitter and NeurophysiologicalProcesses A
concept is a description of a group of objects that share common characteristics Figure 1 illustrates the
high-level part of the framework based on the high-level ontology produced in the GALEN project and
described by Rector AL 2 4 This high-level part consists of a subsumption hierarchy of elementary entities
and is divided into DomamCategory and DomamAttnbute, corresponding to concepts and relations of
concepts In the next paragraphs we will analyse the concept hierarchy (Doma/nCafegory) and the
relation-type hierarchy (DomamAttnbute) in more detail
TopThmg

DomamCategory

DomamAttnbute

ValueType

Generalised
Structure

Generalised
Process

Collection

Feature

Generalised
Substance

Selector

State

Generalised
Function

Figure 1. The high-level concept hierarchy (lines denote kmd-of relationships)

3.1 The concept hierarchy.
The entities in the concept hierarchy are organized in a hierarchical way using the formal 'is-a' relation of
GRAIL which allows for inheritance The top-level division of the concept hierarchy is divided into
Phenomenon, Modifier and ValueType
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The category Phenomenon represents the disjunction of those categories which can be observed, aiming
to capture the medical intuition of 'disease' and 'disorder'. The choice of the label 'Phenomenon' for this
category is controversial, but no better alternative has yet been proposed24. The Modifier category
contains adjectives or adjectival expressions used when describing phenomena. The major categories
under Phenomenon and Modifier are illustrated in figure 2 The underlined concepts are those that we
added on the Galen high level ontology and are specific for the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain
Some of these concepts as ChemicalStwcture, SignalTransduction are shared with the concepts
proposed in the TAMBIS project (Transparent Access to Multiple Biological Information Sources) ^ We
first describe the major categories under the category Phenomenon.
TopThmg
DomamAttnbute
DomamCategory
Phenomenon
GeneralisedStructure
AbstractStructure
DSM-IV-Diaqnosis
ChemicalClass
PhysicalStructure
ChemicalStructure
AnalomicalSlructure
GeneralisedProcess
BiologicalProcess
NeurophvsioloqicalProcess
BiochemicalProcess
PharmacoloqicalProcess
PharmacologicalAction
ClimcalPharmacoloqicalProcess
DruqTherapy
MonrtormqActivitv
GeneralisedSubstance
BodySubstance
ChemicalSubstance
Therapeutic
GenencDruq
GenerahsedFunction
SignalTransduction
TherapeuticFunction
ModifierConcept
Aspect
Feature
Selector
State
Figure 2. The phenomenon and modifier concept hierarchy of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic
domain. The underlined concepts are those concepts which are specific for this domain and are not
shared with other domains.
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3.1.1 Phenomenon
As mentioned above, in the Galen high level ontology the category Phenomenon is further divided into
the
categories
GeneralisedStmcture, GeneralisedProcess, GeneralisedSubstance and
GeneranseafFuncf/on.
GeneralisedStmcture
The concept of GeneralisedStmcture is defined as discrete abstract or physical things independent of time
24
. Abstract stmctures represent the structural representation of a phenomenon For example, we added
the concepts which refer to a classification of a disease (DSM IV Diagnosis) or a chemical class. All
anatomical entities of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge domain can be assigned to the
top class concept AnatomicalStructure which itself is assigned to PhysicalStnicture The concept of
PhysicalStmcture is defined as physical things. This concept class models the structural organization of
the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain. We consider a total of 7 subclasses of anatomical
structures1 Organisms, OrganSystems, Organs, Cells, OrganParts, CellParts and MembraneParts For
example, we assign Receptors that constitute cells to the subclass of CellParts.
GeneralisedProcess
The objective of the concept class GeneralisedProcess is to model changes which occur over time. The
concept
of
GeneralisedProcess models
the
functional
organization
of
the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge domain. Neurophysiological and biochemical processes are
defined by this high-level concept class.
The mam neurophysiological processes at the molecular and cellular level are - Transport, Storage,
Release, Re-uptake and Degranulation of neurotransmitters together with ReceptorTransduction. The
mam biochemical process is the metabohzation process.
MonitonngActivity and DrugTherapy are two kinds of medical actions relevant in the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain. Monitoring activities and therapies are actions undertaken by
clinicians in case of presumed or ascertained presence of a disease.
GeneralisedSubstance
The concept of GeneralisedSubstance is defined as a continuous abstract or physical thing independent
of time (e.g. BodySubstance and ChemicalSubstance). The concept-classes Therapeutic and
GenericDrug are assigned to the top class ChemicalSubstance. The concept-class Therapeutic
represents the therapeutical preparation manufactured by a pharmaceutical company. While the concept
class GenericDrug represents the active component in the most restricted sense (as a 'basic' substance).
GeneralisedFunction
As is pointed out by Ball et al.25 and Baker et al.20, there is a large degree of overlap between members of
GeneralisedFunction and GeneralisedProcess categories. For example, the concept of
SignalTransduction of a receptor can be viewed as (1), a function, describing an external observers
understanding of a receptor role in the overall functioning of the system or (2), as a process, occurring
over time, describing the molecular mechanisms of the signal transduction process. The question is: 'Do
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we care that SignalTransduction is a process or a function?'. In situations where this is unclear, the
classification is guided by the manner in which the terms are used by the domain experts. In the situation
where a concept may be used in different ways, it is placed into multiple categories. This example
demonstrates the ability of Grail to support a concept being viewed in different ways.

3.1.2 Modifier
After describing the mam categories under the Phenomenon category, there is still the important
ModifierConcept high level category. The greater part of this heterogeneous group of concepts is made up
of descriptive terms relating to the properties of things. Most properties which can describe phenomena
are found beneath the concept Feature (e.g. Temperature, Severity) and the corresponding values
beneath State (e.g. HoüCold, Inhibition/Stimulation)2^.

3.2 The attributes hierarchy
As illustrated in figure 3, the attributes hierarchy is organized into a similar subsumption hierarchy as the
concept hierarchy. The attributes that are specific for the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain are
underlined. Generic relations such as ConstructiveAttribute or LocativeAttribute for example, may be
instantiated as hasPart, hasLocation allowing a more precise semantic definition of the function of
different relations 27. Attributes are used to describe relationships between entities and to define new
entities. In addition, every attribute has an inverse, and every attribute has a cardinality which may be
manyOne, oneOne, manyMany or oneMany. A cardinality restriction imposes a limit on the number of
objects of a given type which can be associated with a given object by a given type of relation. For
instance, we specify that an organ part (locus ceruleus) must be situated in precisely one place of an
anatomical object (brainstem)25.

The top-level divisions of DomainAttribute are :
1.
2.

ConstructiveAttribute : linking processes, structures, substances and functions together.
ModifierAttribute : linking processes, structures, substances and functions to modifiers.
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TopThmg
DomamCategory
DomamAttnbute
ConstructiveAttribute
LocativeAttnbute
AnatomicalLocativeAttnbute
hasLocation
FunctionalLocativeAttnbute
actsOn
CollectionAttnbute
PartitiveAttribute
FunctionalAttnbute
hasSiqnalTransduction
hasRe-uptake
ModifierAttnbute
hasFeature
hasPharmacoloqicalActionFeature
hasMetabohzationFeature
hasState
hasPharmacoloqicalActionState
hasMetabolizationState
Figure 3 The attribute concept hierarchy.
The major categories under ConstructiveAttribute are explained below:
1.
2.
3.

LocativeAttnbute: relationships between things or processes and their physical location (e.g.
LocusCeruleus which hasLocation Brainstem).
CollectionAttribute: relationships between concepts and their parts or multiples (e.g.
Hypothalamus hasPart MammillariyBody) u.
FunctionalAttnbute: relationships between either process/function and physical/abstract things
(e.g. Metabolism which isMetabohsmOf Clomipramine) or between physical/abstract things
where the relationship itself is a process/function (e.g. Dopamine-1-receptor which
hasSignalTransductionSignalTransduction).

The two categories under ModifierAttribute are explained below:
1.

The hasFeature relation specifies the type of modifier (e.g. hasPhanmacologicalAction Feature)
26

2.

The hasState relation for instance hasPhanrnacologicalActionState specifies the particular
instantiation - the state - of this feature (e.g. Inhibition, Stimulation) x .
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4. The composition of concepts
So far, we have considered elementary entities that we have explicitly placed in the concept hierarchy.
Using attributes such as hasLocation declared above, we can construct complex entities such as
«Dopamine-2-receptor at the postsynaptic membrane» . We may express this in GRAIL by using a
number of elementary entities, a set of attributes and a series of rules which specify how individual
elements may be combined to give complex concepts.
To restrict the construction of complex concepts to only those that are semantically sensible, GRAIL
provides rules or sanctions that dictate which attributes may legitimately be applied to which concepts. A
composition is not allowed unless it is explicitly sanctioned. In order to provide greater flexibility and
control, two levels of sanctioning are provided, known as grammatical and sensible. Grammatical
sanctions express abstract or general relationships between classes of things, whereas sensible
sanctions indicate that instantiable compositions can be built. A grammatical sanction must be in place
before a sensible sanction can be made. Figure 4 shows the sanctioning of a relationship hasLocation at
the grammatical and sensible level. The relationship hasLocation between the concepts
AnatomicalStaicture and AnatomicalStmcture is sanctioned at the grammatical level because it is
grammatically acceptable to speak of »AnatomicalStmctures having location AnatomicalStnictures», but
not all «AnatomicalStmctures can sensibly be located at any AnatomicalStmcture». The hasLocation
relation between the concepts Receptor and Membrane is sanctioned at the sensible level because
receptors can be located at a membrane. Relationships between concepts are bidirectional, so the
reverse relationship isLocationOf is also sanctioned (this is not shown in the figure). The GRAIL
statement of the «Dopamine-2-receptor at the postsynaptic membrane» concept is as follow:
Dopamine-2-Receptor which <hasLocation Post-Synapticmembrane>
Anatomcaistnictiire

grammatìcsity hasLocation

Anatomical Stajetue

i

Receptor

Dopamine-2-i5ceptor

sensibly hasLocation

— —

which hasLocation

••

—•

Membrane

Oigan

Post-synapücmembrane

Figure 4 An example of the use of two levels of sanctioning of a relationship between two concepts. The
solid arrows indicate kinds-of relationships and the dashed arrows indicate the hasLocation relationship.
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The composition of concepts is recursively defined, hence composite concepts can be further combined
into more complex composite concepts endlessly. For example, the following concept is composed in two
steps « Dopamine-2-receptor at postsynaptic membrane at limbic system»
(Dopamine-2-Receptor which < hasLocation Post-Synapticmembrane>) hasLocation UmbicSystem.
In table 2 we give some examples of compositional concepts encountered in the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain.

Compositional concepts

GRAIL representation

Dopamine-2-ReceptorTransductionProcess

Transduction which <actsOn Dopamine-2Receptor>
Dopamine-2-ReceptorTransductionProcess
which <hasPharmacologicalActionFeature
PhamacologicalAction
hasPharmacologicalActionSta1e/Anaiagon/sm>
Metabohzation which <actsOn CYP-2D6Enzyme>
CYP-2D6 MetabohzationProcess which
<hasMetabolizationFeature
Metabohzation hasMetabohzationState Lov/>
CYP-2D6 MetabohzationProcess which
<hasPharmacologicalActionFeature
PharwacologicalAction
hasPhamnacologicalActionState/n/i/brf/on>

Anatagonism-of-Dopamine-2receptorTransductionPmcess

CYP-2D6 MetabohzationProcess
LOW-CYP-2D6 MetabohzationProcess

lnhibrtion-of-CYP-2D6 MetabohzationProcess

Table 2 Some examples of compositional concepts and its GRAIL representation.

5. Multiple point of views
Concepts can be described from multiple points of view where each point of view corresponds to a class
with its own set of descriptive properties and attributes. This holds for psychotropic drugs as well.
Psychotropic drugs can be described by points of view ranging from clinical to basic science. A drug can
be viewed from an anatomical, a therapeutical, a chemical and a pharmacodynamical point of view. For
example, the use of Prozac as a therapeutic is based on the therapeutic function of Fluoxetine
(antidepressant, antianxiety) which has a pharmacological action (Selective Serotonine Re-uptake
Inhibitor, inhibition of CYP 2D6) which belongs to the chemical class (hydrochloride) and has a locus of
action (central nervous system).
Our framework is designed to let the computer combine the therapeutic knowledge; being therapeutic
functions, locus of action, chemical classes and pharmacological actions; in a transparent and generic
way This is realized by considering therapeutics to be GeneralisedSubstances with predefined properties
and attributes 28, which themselves are again hierarchically organized within the same framework. This
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allows one to consider this one framework from multiple points of view For instance, the clinician will be
able to look at the therapeutic and pharmacological classes by accessing through the
TherapeuticFunction or the PhamacologicalAction concepts, whereas the pharmacologists can have
access through the concepts GenencDrugs or ChemicalClass. This powerful, capacity relies on the
multiple inheritance supported by Grail, allowing the concept Prozac to be classified as a kind-of
Antidepressant which is a TherapeuticFunction and a kind-of Selective Serotonine Re-uptake Inhibitor
(SSRI) which is a PharmacologicalClass, and so on. This property of concepts being classified with many
parents makes our framework structure very different from the more traditional taxonomie classifications,
in which concepts are organized in a tree-like structure where every concept can only have one parent.

6. A formal inference example
We introduced a framework with the factual neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic concepts relevant to
rational psychoactive drug selection. This framework has two advantages, (1). it combines all involved
knowledge domains, from a clinical to a deep pharmaco- pathophysiological level, required for
psychoactive drug selection, (2). the concepts in the framework are formally defined in order to allow
computer manipulation.
In this paragraph we will demonstrate these advantages by defining a generic formal inference that makes
use of the involved knowledge domains. Figure 5 illustrates an inference which performs the task of drugdrug contraindication task The inference is a structured English version of an NPL Ά task (Network
Programming Language). Using NPL, networks can be systematically searched using predefined relations
and node types. The task specification describes how the goal, as mentioned in the task definition, can be
achieved. The terms in italics refer to predefined framework concepts. Note that this procedure underpins
the climcalpharmacological knowledge by means of deep level knowledge, i.e it supports the
climcalpharmacological relation «Anafranil has contraindication Inderal» as needed in the context of
rational psychoactive drug selection.
The 'reasoning path', i.e. the search result of the inference task is illustrated in fig. 6. Some concepts
represented in figure 6 can be found in or deduced from the examples in table 2. Note that, the
compositional
concept
«Dopamine-2-receptorTransductionProcess
which
<has
PharmacologicalActionFeature PharmacologicalAction has PharmacologicalActionState Antagonism:»· in
table 2 is contracted to «Dopamine-2-receptorTransductionProcess which hasMode Antagonism» using
the 'relation contraction'-pmciple as described by Wagner et al. x. When applying relation contraction
chains of relations are summarized as single relations. The concepts in fig. 6 represented with normal font
are the formally defined concepts of the framework. The 'bold' concepts are instances from the
antidepressant drug application domain. The underlined concepts refer to the input of the inference.
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Task definition :
Goal Generate drug-drug contraindications based on phamiacodynamic knowledge
Input Therapy option
Input Concurrent medication
Output Therapy option has contraindication
Task specification :
For any therapy option
Get the therapeutic
For any therapeutic

Get the genene drug
For any genene drug
Get the Pharmacological action
For any Pharmacological action
Get the Pathophysiological state
For any Pathophysiological state
Get the Therapeutic Unwanted Effect (A)
For any Concurrent medication
Get the genene drug
Get the Pharmacological action
For any Pharmacological action
Get the Pathophysiological state
For any Pathophysiological state
Get the Therapeutic Unwanted Effect(B)
IF Therapeutic Unwanted Effect A= Therapeutic Unwanted Effect Β
AND Therapeutic Unwanted Effect A= present
AND Therapeutic Unwanted Effect B= present
THEN therapy option has contraindication

Figure 5 The task definition and the task specification of the pharmacodynamic drug-drug contraindication

task
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Patient
Patient concurrent medication

Therapeutic
Inderal

Patient therapy option

—has Contraindication

Drug-Therapy
Anafranil-Therapv
has Therapeutic
Ύ
Therapeutic
Anafranil

s Generic Drug

has Generic Drug
Τ
Generic Drug
Clomipramine

•
Generic Drug
Propanolol

has Pharmacological action
has Pharmacological action
Pathophysiological State
Low Blood pressure
ModifierAttnbute
Causes

Low

_

Pharmacological action
Antagonism of Alpha 1 ree. Transduction
_ has mode
Antagonism

has Process
Neurophysiological process
Alpha 1 ree. Transduction
acfsOn

Therapeutic Unwanted Effect
Present Hypotension

- ModifierAttnbute—*• Present

Receptor
Alpha 1 receptor

Figure 6. The result of the inference on domain specific knowledge of the pharmacodynamic drug-drug
contraindication task starting from Inderal and Anafranil-Therapy. (underlined concepts represent task
input and bold concepts represent instances of the antidepressant drug application domain)
As an example we describe the pharmacodynamic drug-drug contraindication of the therapeutical drug
option 'Anafranil' and the concurrent medication 'Inderal' in more detail. Within brackets we indicate the
associated knowledge subdomam. The concurrent medication 'Inderal' has generic drug 'Propanolol'
(pharmacotherapeutic) which has on its turn pharmacological action 'Antagonism of Alpha-1-receptor
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(pharmacodynamic). The therapeutical drug option 'Anafranil' has generic drug 'Clomipramine'
(pharmacotherapeutic) which has pharmacological action 'Antagonism of Alpha-1-receptor*
(pharmacodynamic). The «antagonism» of the Alpha 1-receptor leads to the (patho)physiological state
«low» blood pressure, which in turns lead to the presence of the therapeutic Unwanted Effect Hypotension
(pathophysiology). This example illustrates the view point of Barahona ^ deep level reasoning based on
mechanisms through which drugs produce their wanted and unwanted effects makes rational drug
selection transparent to the clinician and provides more adequate decision support, as for example is
needed in psychopharmacological advisor systems

7. Discussion
We propose a framework to represent all relevant semantically meaningful knowledge concepts required
to support rational psychoactive drug selection and which can be elaborated by computer based systems
and supports the classification of concepts from multiple points of view
This framework represents knowledge ranging from a clinical level (DSM IV diagnosis, special disease
state, special patient group, therapeutic unwanted effect), pharmacotherapeutical level (therapeutics) to a
deep pharmacological (generic drug, pharmacological action mechanism) and (patho)physiological level
(neurophysiological process, physiological state) In this way, the framework integrates the clinical,
pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge required to support rational psychoactive drug
selection We are aware of other studies that modelled the drug prescription domain 91331^ but these
studies focused more on modelling the climcal-pharmacotherapeutic knowledge. As it was pointed by
Milstem et al. 13 more research to model the deep level knowledge concerning the pharmacodynamic,
pharmacokinetic and pathophysiological knowledge was required in order to give adequate decision
support for criticism of drug choice and suggestion of therapeutic alternatives
We have chosen to represent this framework in the Galen Representation and Integration Language Grail,
because it appealed to fulfil our requirements This framework represents semantically meaningful
concepts based on a set of definitions and a set of axioms that sufficiently constrain the meaning of the
concepts to enable a consistent interpretation. As been shown, the constraint mechanism of Grail could
sufficiently support this requirement. The compositional character of Grail supported the construction of
well defined complex concepts such as «Antagonism of Dopamine-2-receptor at corpus striatum». These
compositional concepts are expressive enough to support the psychoactive drug selection task. The
capacity of multiple inheritance supported by Grail, allows the concepts being automatically classified with
many parents. This is in contrast with a frame-based representation, which is static and where all
subsumptions are asserted by the modeller, rather than deduced by the system ^, In this way, the
construction of the framework is less error prone. Together with Rector A.L. ^, we may conclude that Grail
is suitable to built such framework.
In this framework we may arbitrarily define four levels: (1) the Galen high level ontology or 'high level
schemata' which describes the overall structure, (2) a common level with shared concepts from other
domains (e.g. concepts from the TAMBIS project), (3) a detailed extension of the common level with
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elementary concepts specific for the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain related to the
psychoactive
drug selection task and (4) the level of the compositional concepts made up from concepts from the
common level and its extension A model in the Galen Representation and Integration Language has no
sharp dividing lines between these different levels and forms one continuum from high level concepts
towards complex concepts as 'Antagonism of Dopamine-2-receptor' At this moment about 200
elementary concepts and 300 compositional concepts and their relationships are defined in this
framework

8. Conclusions and further research
This paper shows that it is possible to combine the knowledge of several disciplines, such as psychiatry,
biochemistry, pharmacology, pathophysiology, etc, required for rational psychoactive drug selection The
framework is defined in a formal way, which makes it unique in this field The formal aspect of this
framework attains a consistent interpretation in this field and allows computer programs to be based on it,
ι e this framework can serve as a theoretical foundation of future knowledge bases such as for example
drug-formularies, -compendia and Multidisciplmary Psychoactive Drug selection advisor systems (MPADS) To support the psychoactive drug selection task in the domain of antidepressant drug therapy,
about 100 elementary concepts and 300 compositional concepts will be added to the framework
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Chapter 5
Modelling the psychoactive drug selection
application domain at the knowledge level*
Abstract
Background
The psychoactive drug prescription process is a knowledge and data intensive process which requires
expertise from clinical, pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge. As been shown in a
number of experiments clinicians can benefit from computer based systems to assist their psychoactive
drug prescription process. However, all the systems developed until now are rule based systems which
have some disadvantages associated with rule based inference.
Method
Instead of building a rule based system in a straightforward way by the transcriptions of rules elicited from
a domain expert, we model the psychoactive drug selection domain, in the Newell sense, at the
knowledge level. We apply the widely accepted method of modelling which separates procedural
knowledge (methods and tasks) from domain specific knowledge (domain model).
Results
In this paper we present the task definition and the task specification of the first two steps of the
psychoactive drug selection task.
Conclusions
We conclude that it is possible to represent in an explicit and modular manner the psychoactive drug
selection task at the knowledge level and to separate the procedural knowledge from the domain specific
knowledge. A multidisciplmary neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system will be developed based
on this task oriented knowledge level model.

'Adapted from: Van Hyfte DMH, De Clercq PA, Tjandra-Maga TB, Zitman FG, De Vries Robbé PF.
Modelling the psychoactive drug selection domain at the knowledge level. Proceedings Eleventh BelgiumNetherlands Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Maastricht November 3-4,1999;187-194.
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1. Introduction
The psychoactive drug prescription process is a knowledge and data intensive process which requires
true expertise from climcalpharmacological, pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge '. As
been shown in a number of experiments2 5, clinicians can benefit from computer based systems to assist
their psychoactive drug prescription process. Although all the systems developed until now, Headmed 6,
Blue-Box7, Overseerβ and a unnamed expert system developed by Stem et al.9, are rule based systems
which have some disadvantages associated with rule based inference:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Because of the complexity to maintain rule based systems, they have been generally devoted to
narrow application domains10.
The above mentioned expert systems are developed from a single discipline point of view although
the multidisciplmary knowledge must be implemented into the knowledge base of a
psychopharmacological advisor system 11. In this way, these expert systems have limited
explanation capabilities because they are primarily based on climcalpharmacological (empirical)
knowledge. They lack deep level knowledge expressed in terms of basic pathophysiological and
pharmacotherapeutical principles that underlies the rules. This deep level knowledge makes the
reasoning path of the knowledge based system transparent to the user.
Swartout, 12 developed a more sophisticated explanation facility for a rule based expert system by
incorporating explicitly this underlying basic (patho)physiological and pharmacological knowledge in
his rules. Nevertheless, his system had the disadvantages of a rule based system.
First generation expert systems implicitly represent knowledge about « how » to perform a task,
« what » is in the domain and « why » things work13.

Nowadays, the artificial intelligence technology has at is disposal techniques to build second generation
expert systems which overcome the drawbacks of the first generation expert systems for
psychopharmacotherapy This paper reports on modelling the psychoactive drug selection task in order to
develop a Multidisciplmary Psychoactive Drug Selection -advisor system, M-PADS, which supports the
integration of various types of biomedical information and delivers that integrated information supportive to
evidence based rational drug prescription.

2. Method
Instead of building a rule based system m a straightforward way, by the transcriptions of rules elicited from
a domain expert, we model the psychoactive drug selection domain, in the Newell sense, at the
knowledge level. Newell ", made a distinction between knowledge (knowledge level) and the symbols
(symbol level) used to represent knowledge. Researchers m Artificial Intelligence agree that it is important
to understand a domain task in terms of its knowledge level specification before proceeding to a symbol
level implementation 15. As it is stated by Mira et al. 1 6 , the central purpose of Artificial Intelligence applied
to medicine is to develop models of expertise for diagnosis and therapy planning at the knowledge level in
the Newell sense. We furthermore applied the widely accepted method 17111 of modelling which separates
procedural knowledge (methods and tasks) from domain specific knowledge (domain model). It is
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recognized by different researchers,
advantages.
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
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that this formal approach to modelling offers different

This way of modelling will be more understandable for both the domain experts and the
knowledge engineers and may facilitate the knowledge acquisition process
This method allows us to recognize commonalties across tasks that enable us to reuse
reasoning components, across divergent application domains, saving development effort to built
new or derivative applications
Due to the compartmentalization which separates the domain specific knowledge from
reasoning it minimize the difficulty of updating a knowledge based system, both when new
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge comes available or in the situation of new
reasoning strategies
This method allows the same domain knowledge to be used by different problem solving
methods, possibly to solve completely different tasks (e.g. tasks of selection therapies and
monitoring activities). Alternatively, developers can reuse a given problem solving method with
new domain knowledge to solve the same task in a new domain (e g to perform therapy
selection as well as for the neuropsychopharmacology or cardiology domain) In this way, it is
possible to share knowledge across different application domains.
It enables more abstract explanations because the explanation is based on an explicit
representation of the model instead of a trace of rules
As it is pointed by Musen 19 these advantages occur because the domain specific knowledge
and the procedural knowledge provide a means to view an intelligent system at a high level of
abstraction that separates out the enumeration of the instances of the domain concepts.

These advantages will ultimately facilitate the development and maintenance of knowledge based
systems in medicine We will now present the psychoactive drug selection domain at the knowledge level
in more detail.

3. The neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge domain
The psychoactive drug selection task elaborates on knowledge of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic
domain. This knowledge domain integrates clinical and basic science knowledge concerning rational drug
therapy of neuropsychiatrie disorders21. It includes both the study of the clinical effects in patients and the
expert pharmacological/pathophysiological knowledge of how this effect is brought about. Especially the
pathophysiological mechanisms and the pharmacological action mechanism of drugs form the interface
between the clinical and basic science domain, by describing the molecular events that give rise to
respectively the pathophysiological states and the therapeutical wanted/unwanted clinical effects of the
drug.
As illustrated in figure 2, the complexity of the clinical and basic science phenomena of the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge domain can be organized around five mam concepts: (1)
clinical observations of patients (signs and symptoms), (2) clinical diagnoses (disorders and diseases) and
pathophysiological states (3) deep level knowledge about the mechanisms of disease and disorders , (4)
diagnostic investigations and (5) clinical management (drug and non drug therapies).
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Figure 2 The neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain enumerating the concepts, the relations and
instantiations. These instantiations of the concepts are situated in the area of antidepressant therapy.
As illustrated in figure 2, the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain related to psychoactive drug
selection process can be further described by the following concepts, attributes and relations. A drugtherapy has references to other concepts, such as to the associated therapeutics of the drug therapy
(relation 10). A therapeutic has an attribute modality (liquid, pill form, ...). A Therapeutic, has on its turn
references to the associated generic drug (relation 11 ). The concept generic drug has references to the
pharmacological action (relation 3), the metabolization process (relation 4) of a drug. This domain model
introduces the domain knowledge manipulated by drug selection task.

4. The psychoactive drug selection domain
The psychoactive drug prescription process, which is a complex and dynamic process involves at least
four stages a. (1) The characterization of the problem (diagnosis). (2) The most appropriate drug option
should be selected for the specific patient (selection of the intervention strategy). (3) The dosage, time of
administration and the route of administration of the drug should be determined (implementation of the
intervention strategy). (4) The evaluation of the patient response (monitoring the outcome). These four
aspects are dealing with different kinds of knowledge and reasoning strategies concerning
neuropsychopharmacotherapy.
We deal with the second aspect of the psychoactive drug prescription process, namely the selection of an
appropriate psychoactive drug for the specific patient under consideration. The selection of the
appropriate intervention strategy can be described by an integrated clinical decision-making model for
1 23
rational selection of psychoactive substances ' . This model is based on the inference taking into
account patient data on the one hand and neuropsychopharmacological knowledge related to
psychoactive drug treatment on the other hand. The psychoactive drug selection task can be divided into
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the execution of different subtasks : (1) generating the candidate drug-therapy options for treating a
specific psychiatric disorder, (2) filtering out those drug-therapy options that are in conflict with one ore
more aspects of the patient's condition, (3) determining the level of contraindication, (4) weighing the risks
of the relative contraindications, (5) determining the monitoring activities and (6) rank ordering the options
according to different neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic and associated pharmacoeconomic parameters
and (7) determining the patient preferences.
These seven main subtasks, may be further subdivided in other (sub)tasks. For example, as represented
in a hierarchical way in figure 1, the task that filter out possible contraindications consists of three
subtasks. These subtasks refer to three possible clinical situations where a contraindication may occur. In
this way, we have subtasks that checks for possible (1) contraindications on drug-drug interactions, (2)
contraindications on special disease states and (3) contraindications on special patient groups.
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Figure 1 The hierarchical representation of the psychoactive drug selection task.
In this paper, we describe the task definition and the task specification of the first two steps of the
psychoactive drug selection task.

4.1 Generate the drug-therapy options
Once the diagnosis has been made, the clinician generates a set of drug-therapy options that may be
potentially useful in improving a patient's condition. This task, which requires as input the DSM IV
diagnosis of the patient consists of actions that look for drug-therapy options which are indicated for this
specific diagnosis. We describe the task definition and the task specification of this task. The task
definition specifies goals that should be achieved in order to solve a given problem. The task specification
expresses in a semiformal way how the goals as defined in the task definition are achieved. It describes
roles that task and domain models have to play in order to achieve goals. The «Generate drug-therapy
option» task is defined as:
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Task definition :
Goal : Generate all drug-therapy options which are indicated for treating a specific psychiatric disorder.
Input (patient data) : DSM IV Diagnosis.
Output : Set of drug-therapy options
The task specification of this task is defined as: (The terms in italic font refer to the concept classes of the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain):
Task specification :
For the established DSM IV diagnosis of the patient
Get all known indicated drug-therapies.
For any known indicated drug-therapy
Add this drug-therapyAo the Drug-Therapy Option Set.
The task specification does not contain specific medical knowledge but assumes the presence of
climcalpharmacotherapeutic knowledge describing the indications of a certain drug therapy. The patient
data and the domain specific knowledge used by this task is illustrated in figure 3 and represents the
concepts, DSM IV diagnosis and drug-therapy. It furthermore shows the isjndication_by relation (relation
1) between Drug-Therapy and DSM IV diagnosis (e.g. Anaframl-Therapy is indicated by Major
depression).
Patient
Patient DSM IV Diagnosis

Patient therapy option

DSM IV Diagnosis _
d
d b
Major Depression
'* maicatea Dy*.

Drug Therapy
j | . Therapy

Anafran

Figure 3 The patient data and the domain specific knowledge of the «Generate drug-therapy options»
task.
Legend.
The underlined concept represents the input of the task.
The concepts in normal font refer to the concept classes of the domain knowledge.
The concepts in bold font refer to instances of the concept classes.

4.2 Filtering out possible contraindications.
After generating a set of candidate drug-therapy options, these therapy options are now sequentially
evaluated for possible contraindications or clinical situations that may be dangerous during the
administration of a certain psychoactive drug. As mentioned earlier there are three such clinical situations
where such contraindication may occur, namely (1) drug-drug interactions with concurrent medication, (2)
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contraindications based on special disease states (e.g. Hypotension, Renal Disease, Allergies) or (3)
special patient groups (e.g. Elderly, Lactatmg).
This contraindication task can be derived based on climcalpharmacological (empirical) knowledge as well
as on deep level (pharmacological/pathophysiological) knowledge. We will analyse these two ways
separately.
4.2.1 Filtering out possible contraindications based on climcalpharmacological knowledge.
This task considers the contraindications of the drug-therapy options in relation to the special disease
state, special patient group and concurrent medication of the patient. Because the tasks that handle drugdrug, drug- disease and drug- patient group contraindications based on clinical pharmacological
knowledge have all the same format we will give an example of the drug-drug interaction task. This task is
defined as:
Task definition :
Goal : Generate drug-drug contraindications based on climcalpharmacological knowledge
Input : Drug-therapy option.
Input (patient data) : Concurrent medication.
Output : Set of drug-drug contraindications
Task specification :
For any drug-therapy option
Get all known contraindications of that drug-therapy
For any contraindication
Determine whether that contraindication is present
If that contraindication is present
Add this drug-therapy option to the drug-drug contraindication set.
This task requires as input the results of the previous task, namely a drug-therapy options and the
concurrent medication of the patient documented by the clinician. The medical knowledge used by this
task is illustrated in figure 4 and represents the has_contraindication relation between the concepts drugtherapy and the generic drug of the concurrent medication.
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Figure 4. The patient data and the domain specific knowledge of the «drug-drug contraindication» task
based on climcalpharmacological knowledge.
4.2.2 Filtering out possible contraindications based on deep level knowledge.
The above mentioned task uses a distilled form of medical knowledge relating directly the patient's
condition on the one hand and the contraindication of the drug-therapy option on the other hand. As it is
mentioned earlier and stated by Liu et al. 2 4 and Barahona 25 this superficial knowledge, generated in the
form of a warning (e.g. Clomipramme-Therapy has contraindication Hypotension) provides the clinicians
only limited support. As the authors pointed, deeper knowledge of the mechanism through which the
drugs produce their wanted and unwanted effects must be modelled in order to make the reasoning path
of the system transparent to the clinician. We will describe the "pharmacodynamic drug-disease
interaction" task as an example of a task which deals with deep level knowledge. This task is defined as:
Task definition :
Goal : Generate drug-disease contraindications based on pharmacodynamic knowledge.
Input : Drug-therapy option.
Input : Special Disease state.
Output : Set of drug-disease contraindications.
Task specification :
For any drug-therapy option
Get the therapeutic
For any therapeutic
Get the generic drug
For any generic drug
Get the pharmacological action
For any pharmacological action
Get the pathophysiological state
For any pathophysiological state
Get the therapeutic unwanted effect (A)
For any Special disease state
Get the Pathophysiological state
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For any Pathophysiological state
Get the Therapeutic Unwanted Effect(B)
IF Therapeutic Unwanted Effect A= Therapeutic Unwanted Effect Β
AND Therapeutic Unwanted Effect A= present
AND Therapeutic Unwanted Effect B= present
THEN drug-therapy option has contraindication
This task requires as input the Drug-therapy options and the Special Disease State of the patient. The
medical knowledge used by this task is illustrated in figure 5 and is represented by the following concepts
and their attributes. The Drug-therapy option (Anafranil-Therapy) has Therapeutic (Anafranil) which has
on its turn Generic Drug (Clomipramine). The Generic Drug (Clomipramine) has Pharmacological action
(Antagonism of Alpha 1 receptor). This Pharmacological action causes (Low Blood pressure). The
concept Special-Disease state (Hypotension) causes Physiological State (Low Blood pressure). The
concept Low Blood Pressure causes on its turn the Therapeutic Unwanted Effect (Hypotension). The
explanation of this pharmacodynamic drug-disease contraindication rule is the fact that a patient who has
Hypotension, this Hypotension will be further amplified by the Drug-Therapy option Anafranil.
Patent

.*— —

Patent Special disease state

—— —

^

Patient therapy opton

Special Disease
•*— has ContramdicatiOh Present Hypotension

. D™B-'n«rapy
Anaframl-Theraov

'
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•

1
1
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1
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has Genene Drug
Ψ
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1
1
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1
1

has Monitoring activity

/

has Pharmacological action

•
Therapeute Unwanted Effect
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\

\
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/
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\
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Ψ
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Figure 5. The patient data and the domain specific knowledge of the «drug-disease contraindication» task
based on pharmacodynamic knowledge.
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5. Conclusions and further research
We explicitly modelled the different types of knowledge of the psychoactive drug selection task. We did
not only separate procedural knowledge from domain knowledge. The domain knowledge itself was
modelled at different levels of abstraction, from a clinical level to a more detailed pathophysiological and
pharmacological level of how the domain works.
The task specification of the psychoactive drug selection task helps us to understand how the
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain knowledge is elaborated during this task and provides a
structure for building psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor systems. Explicitly modelling the different types
of knowledge is a defining characteristic of second generation expert systems which overcome the
drawbacks of the first generation rule based expert systems. At this moment a prototype is implemented in
Protégé x, illustrating its application in the domain of antidepressant drug therapy. The appropriate next
step is the practical evaluation and validation of this therapeutic decision support system for use in clinical
practice.
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Chapter 6
A multidisciplinary psychoactive drug selection
advisor system, M-PADS*
Abstract
Background
Psychoactive drug prescription is a complex knowledge and data intensive process which requires
expertise from clinicalpharmacological, pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge. For
the clinician it is difficult to integrate all this knowledge appropriately and as a consequence,
inappropriate use of psychoactive drugs is common in clinical practice and leads to hospital
admissions, extended length of hospital stay, ineffective therapy, increased mortality and last, but not
least, increased cost.
Methods
In earlier research we performed a knowledge acquisition analysis to conceptualise the concepts and
the relations of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain related to rational psychoactive drug
selection and designed the psychoactive drug selection task. In this paper we describe the
implementation process of a psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system which is based on 4 steps:
(1) the implementation of the domain model, (2) the construction of the problem solving method, (3) the
refining of the problem solving method with domain entities and (4) the development of the end user
decision support system.
Results
We describe the development of a multidisciplinary psychoactive drug selection advisor system, MPADS, which consists of two parts: (1) a Method Specific Knowledge Integration Tool (MS KIT) which
allows the domain expert to fill in the knowledge base and (2) a decision support system to assist the
clinician in the task of rational psychoactive drug selection for the individual patient. At this moment a
prototype of M-PADS is implemented showing its application in the domain of antidepressant drug
therapy.
Conclusion
We have shown that it is possible to develop a psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system based on
explicit models of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain and the psychoactive drug selection
task. We believe that M-PADS will have consequences to built reusable and explainable knowledge
based systems for pharmacotherapy. The appropriate next step is the evaluation and validation in
practice of this therapeutic decision support system for use in the clinical environment.

'This chapter is submitted: Van Hyfte DMH, De Clercq PA, Zitman FG, De Vries Robbé PF. Computer
Methods and Programs m Biomedicine.
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1. Introduction
Irrational and inconsistent use of psychoactive drugs is common in clinical practice due to the complex
knowledge and data intensive nature of the psychoactive drug selection and prescription process. Suboptimal psychoactive drug therapy leads to hospital admissions, extended length of hospital stay,
ineffective therapy, increased mortality and last, but not least, to increased cost 1 2 The psychoactive drug
selection process requires expertise from clinical, pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge
3
. Due to the information load, the lack of appropriate up to date information at the point of clinical care
and the problem of integrating and weighing all information relatively equally, it is questionable whether
any clinician can manage such a complex situation with optimal effectiveness 3. As been shown in a
number of experiments clinicians can benefit from knowledge based systems to improve the psychoactive
drug prescription 24 ^.
Three therapeutic decision support systems have been developed until now for use within psychiatry. The
first therapeutic decision support system for psychiatry, Headmed 7, developed in 1979 advised the
clinicians about psychopharmacology to treat psychotic processes and depression. This program was
based on the classic example of rule based system namely Mycin β which was originally developed to
provide consultative advice on the diagnosis of, and therapy for, bacterial infection in the blood. In 19Θ4,
Mulsant and Sen/an Schreiber developed the Blue-Box 9 expert system, to advise physicians on the
selection of an appropriate treatment for patients suffering from depression. This expert system used
information about the patient's symptoms and medical history to generate a treatment recommendation,
based on 175 rules written in Emycm (Empty Mycin). In 1994, Stem et al. 1 0 reported on the development
of an expert system for the pharmacotherapy of obsessive-compulsive (OCD) and related disorders. The
therapeutical advice was based on demographic factors such as age, current symptoms, contraindications
to particular medications, and past history of medication.
The knowledge in these expert systems was obtained by inquiring from experts how they solved the drug
selection process within the above mentioned application domains. This knowledge was then encoded in
the form of heuristic or empirical rules-of-the-thumb. The knowledge was represented at a single level of
abstraction and implicitly combined knowledge about « how » to perform a task, « what » is in the domain
and « why» things work 11. While it was initially thought that this would make systems fairly easy to
develop, in fact it leads to several problems related rule based inference:
1.

2

3.

These expert systems represent the declarative knowledge about the application domain and
the procedural or problem solving knowledge about how to organise the reasoning process in a
mixed representation i.e rules. In this mann er, the knowledge which is incorporated in the rules
of these expert systems can not be easily shared or reused for other application domains within
psychiatry. This makes the development of such systems a time consuming task
The expert systems Blue Box and Headmed are critiqued by Fieschi et al. 12 because their
explanation capabilities are very limited They lack deep level pathophysiological and
pharmacological knowledge that underlies the rules, which therefore makes the reasoning path
of the system opaque to the user.
These systems are devoted to narrow application domains because they do not work well
outside their limited area of expertise 13 .
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The validation of their knowledge base is difficult because knowledge about the application
domain is scattered throughout the rule base
A practical limitation of rule based systems is the complexity of maintaining these systems with
a large number of rules

Until now, nobody succeeded in developing a useful psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system in
clinical practice One of the reasons for this failure could be that none of these systems was integrated
with a patient record system ,4. Furthermore, the developers of the system Headmed and Blue-Box had
no intention of delivering a system that could be used in practice They were only interested to investigate
the knowledge engineering problems encountered during the development of expert systems15
Nowadays, the artificial intelligence technology has at is disposal techniques which overcome the
drawbacks of the first generation expert systems for psychopharmacotherapy This paper discusses the
subject of developing a Multidisciplinary Psychoactive Drug Selection -advisor system, M-PADS, which
supports the clinician in rational psychoactive drug selection by selecting a drug relevant to a psychiatric
disease, the patient's associated disorders, pathophyioslogical states, age and concurrent drug treatment
We first give a short overview of the functional requirements of a psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor
system to overcome the drawbacks of the first generation expert systems for psychopharmacotherapy
We describe the methodology of the implementation process and its results Our work demonstrates the
use of an explicit domain model and problem-solving method related to the psychoactive drug selection
application domain in order to develop a psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system

2. Functional requirements
To overcome the drawbacks of the first generation expert systems of psychopharmacotherapy, M-PADS
must meet a range of functional requirements for the clinician (user), the domain expert and the
knowledge engineer
For the clinician
1
2

The knowledge base should incorporate a multidisciplinary view on psychoactive drug selection
to make the reasoning transparent to the clinician12
The psychopharmacological advisor system should be integrated with a patient record system
14

For the domain expert
1

It must be easy for the domain expert to create and to maintain the knowledge base and to
interact with the knowledge base in his own terminology in order to incorporate easily the
continuously evolving neuropsychopharmacological knowledge
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For the knowledge engineer:
1.
2.
3.

Minimising the difficulty of updating, both when new neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic
knowledge comes available and in the situation of new reasoning strategies.
To share domain specific knowledge by different reasoning strategies to solve completely
different tasks (such as drug selection or drug administration tasks).
To reuse reasoning components across divergent application domains (such as reasoning
strategies to manage depression, bipolar disorder...). This can save development effort in
building new decision aids for new application domains.

3. Methodology
Instead of building a rule based system in a straightforward way by the transcription of rules elicited from a
domain expert, we view the developing of a psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system as the
construction of a series of explicit models related to the psychoactive drug selection task. A general
overview of the models and the software components that compose M-PADS is illustrated in figure 1.
In earlier research we described a clinical decision making model for rational psychoactive drug selection
. In this model we separated the patient data from the generic medical knowledge. The generic medical
knowledge was furthermore divided into declarative knowledge (domain specific knowledge) and
procedural knowledge (methods and tasks) related to the psychoactive drug selection task.

3

Based on a domain description of the declarative knowledge of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic
domain 3, we defined a domain model16, which is a means to talk about domain knowledge in a precise
and systematic way. This domain model constitutes a domain ontology and domain entities and is
formally described by the Galen Representation and Integration Language, GRAIL 17. The
conceptualisation of the concept classes and the types of relations in the domain of interest is referred to
as a domain ontology, typically ignoring the instances of those concepts (domain entities) 18. In this
manner, an ontology is a concept system in which all concepts are defined and are interpreted in a
declarative way, as sets of their instances19.
We furthermore performed a knowledge acquisition analysis to describe the psychoactive drug selection
task by means of a clinical algorithm 20 (task description). This task description is used to define a task
specification, which is a means to describe m a semiformal way how the goals as described by the task
description are achieved. Based on a method ontology and the domain ontology we defined the domain
specific problem solving method of the psychoactive drug selection task. The method ontology models
relations and concepts related to problem solving methods, including input and output assumptions. The
domain specific problem solving method describes in a formal way how the goal of the corresponding
psychoactive drug selection task is achieved. The domain specific problem solving method is now
extended with domain entities of the domain model to form the extended problem solving method. The
extended problem solving method forms the knowledge base of the psychopharmacological advisor
system, which can be interpreted by a decision support system.
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In this article we describe the implementation process of M-PADS in four steps:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The development of a GRAIL domain model which constitutes a domain ontology and domain
entities For the construction of the domain model we have chosen 'KnoME' (Knowledge
Modelling Environment) 21, which is a suite of modelling tools for building, browsing and
exploring a GRAIL model.
The construction of a domain specific problem-solving method based on the task specification
and by applying the method ontology and mapping the concepts of the domain ontology onto
the input-output requirements of the method ontology. For the construction of the domain
specific problem solving method we have chosen Protégé ^ as ontology editor, because
Protégé makes a strong separation between the domain model and the problem solving method
and provides us with a reusable method ontology23.
The construction of the extended problem solving method by extending the domain specific
problem solving method with domain entities from the domain model. For the construction of the
extended problem solving method we build a Method Specific Knowledge Integration Tool (MS
KIT) which generates a graphical task-specific knowledge acquisition tool to allow the domain
expert to enter the detailed content knowledge of the decision support system.
The creation of a decision support system based on a knowledge base which represents the
expanded methods in a format that is interprétable by a runtime interpreter.

As a result, M-PADS consists of two software components namely (1) a the Method Specific Knowledge
Integration Tool (MS KIT) and (2) the decision support system (DSS).
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Figure 1 An overview of the models and the software components to compose M-PADS and their interrelationships. The models are illustrated as boxes while the components are illustrated as circles. KnoME
stands for Knowledge Modelling Environment, MS KIT for Method Specific Knowledge Integration Tool
and D.S.S. for decision support system.
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4. The implementation process
In the next paragraphs we describe the implementation process of the psychopharmacotherapeutic
advisor system M-PADS.

4.1 The Grail domain model
In earlier research 24, we formally defined the factual neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic knowledge
relevant to rational psychoactive drug selection in a domain model. This domain model combines all
involved knowledge domains, from a clinical to a deep pharmaco-pathophysiological level, required to
support psychoactive drug selection In this manner, it fulfils the requirements for a
psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system ,2. This model explicitly and formally represents domain
classes such as Dmg_Therapy, Therapeutic and concepts such as Anafranil_Therapy, Anafranil,
Clomipramine, Antagonism-Of-Alpha-1-receptor and relations such as acts_On, has_Location and so on.
Figure 2 illustrates the top level of the domain model as we developed ,6 as an extension of the Galen high
level ontology u The underlined concepts refer to concept classes of the domain ontology, which will be
elaborated by the domain specific problem solving method. We used the Galen Integration Language,
Grail 17 to compose complex concepts from elementary concepts. In this way, we can explicitly define
complex concepts such «Dopamine-2-receptor at the postsynaptic membrane» Grail supports multiple
inheritance, which allows the concepts to be automatically classified according to different properties This
allows one to consider the concepts from multiple points of view. For instance, a Therapeutic can be
classified according to the therapeutic and the pharmacological classes. This powerful, capacity relies on
the multiple inheritance supported by Grail, allowing the concept Prozac to be classified as a kmd-of
Antidepressant which is a TherapeuticFunction and a kmd-of Selective Serotonine Inhibitor (SSRI) which
is a PharmacologicalClass, and so on. This property of concepts being classified with many parents
makes our framework structure very different from the more traditional taxonomie classifications, in which
concepts are organised in a tree-like structure where every concept can only have one parent 16 .

The concept classes from the domain ontology which will be elaborated by the problem solving method
are now translated by means of KnoME into a frame-based representation which can be loaded into the
Protégé ontology editor. From now on we refer to these concept classes and their relations as the domain
ontology. Protégé uses a frame based representation for expressing ontologies in which classes have
attributes of defined cardinality and data type. Attributes may have data types such as integer, float, string,
or Boolean, or may take values that represent instances of other classes in the ontology. A set of objects
(e.g. Clomipramine, Anafranil) are defined as Classes (e.g. respectively Generic_Drug, Therapeutic). The
classes are organised into an is-a hierarchy and objects belonging to a class are called instances of that
class. The relations that relate the objects to other objects (e.g. hasjherapeutic, hasjndication) are
represented by slots. The mventansation of these relations can be found in earlier research 3. For
instance, we have implemented the isjndicated_by relation because the «generate the drug-therapy
option» subtask of the psychoactive drug selection task uses this relation between the concept classes
DSM-IV diagnosis and Drug_Therapy This is the inverse relation of the hasjndication relation between
DrugJ"herapy and DSM-IV diagnosis as it was mventonsed in the domain description ^
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Figure 2. The top level of the concept hierarchy of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain related
to the psychoactive drug selection task. The underlined concepts refer to concept classes of the domain
ontology, which will be elaborated by the problem solving method.

4.2 The domain specific problem solving method
In earlier research we performed a knowledge acquisition analysis to describe the psychoactive drug
selection task by means of a clinical algorithm 20 and to model m a semiformal way the task specification
of this task 24. The psychoactive drug selection task can be viewed as a modular task, which consists of
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the execution of different subtasks 24 . Each (sub)task can be furthermore divided into more subtasks. As
illustrated in figure 3, the psychoactive drug selection task can be divided into seven subtasks: (1)
generating the candidate drug-therapy options for treating a specific psychiatric condition, (2) filtering out
those options that are in conflict with one or more aspects of the patient's condition, (3) determining the
level of contraindication, (4) determining the risks of the relative contraindications, (5) determining the
required monitoring activities, (6) rank ordering the therapy options according to different
neuropsychopharmacological-economical parameters and (7) determining the patient preferences.
These seven main (sub)tasks may be further subdivided in other subtasks. For example as represented in
a hierarchical way in figure 3 the task that filter out possible contraindications (task 2) consists of three
subtasks which refer to three possible clinical situations where a contraindication may occur, namely (task
2.1) contraindications based on drug-drug interactions, (task 2.2) contraindications on special disease
states and (task 2.3) contraindications on special patient groups. Each of these subtasks can be further
subdivided referring to different reasoning strategies. These contraindication tasks can be reached by
reasoning based on clinicalpharmacological knowledge (empirical) or derived by deep level
pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic, and pathophysiological knowledge.
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Figure 3 The hierarchical representation of the psychoactive drug selection task.
Each of the above mentioned (sub)tasks can be described by a task definition and a task specification.
The task definition is a manner to talk about the goals of the psychoactive drug selection task. The task
specification describes how the goal, as mentioned in the task definition, can be achieved. As an example
we describe in figure 4 the task definition and the task specification of the generate drug-therapy option
task (task 1). The terms in italics in the task specification refer to concept classes of the domain ontology.
A more detailed description of all the subtasks of the psychoactive drug selection task can be found in
Van Hyfte et al. 2 4 .
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Task definition :
Goal Generate all the drug-therapy options which are indicated for treating a specific psychiatric disorder
Inputknowiedge roie DSM IV Diagnosis
OutputknowiedgeraieSet of drug-therapy options
Task specification:
For the established DSM IV diagnosis of the patient
Get all known indicated drug-therapies
For any known indicated drug-therapy
Add this drug-therapy Xo the Drug-Therapy Option Set

Figure 4 The task definition and the task specification of the generate drug-therapy option task
We construct now in Protégé a domain specific Problem Solving Method (PSM) by applying the method
ontology and mapping the concepts of the domain ontology onto the input-output requirements of the
method ontology. We distinguish two different types of PSMs. a complex PSM that decomposes a task
into subtasks and a pnmrtive PSM that makes assumptions about the domain knowledge (concept
classes) to perform a reasoning step Similar to the implementation of the domain ontology, the method
ontology is represented by means of objects, classes of objects and attributes that defines the complex
and primitive PSM by means of a frame-based logic. In the method ontology, a complex PSM is
represented by an object that is defined by its attnbutes (Author, Explanation, Name, Target_Users and
Validation). Each step in the complex problem solving method is modelled as a primitive PSM such as:
Action_Primitive (e.g. issuing an event or reminder), Add_Entities (e.g. fetch a domain entity) and so on
Similar to the complex PSM, all primitive PSMs are defined by means of attributes. For example, an
Add_Entities primitive has attributes that specify which relation is used to get related domain entities (e.g.
the has_Genenc_Dnjg relation) and where all fetched domain objects must be stored for further
processing (e.g. into the Generic_Drug_Concurent_Medication_Set). Based on the objects of the method
ontology it is possible to define the psychoactive drug selection task as instances of complex PSM. Figure
5 illustrates the «Generate drug-therapy options» task (task 1 ) ^, which translate into primitive PSMs in
the following way:
(The terms in italics refer to the attributes of the primitive PSM).
Add_Entities(inpiit Re/afion=isJndicated_by, /npu/_Sef=DSM-IV-Diagnosis_Set, Ou/puf_Sef=DmgTherapy_Option_Set),
Add_Entities(inputRe/ahon=has_Therapeutic, /npu/_Se<=Therapy_Option_Set,
,Ou/pu/_Sef=Therapeutic_Therapy_Option_Set),
Figure 5 The generate drvg-therapy option task as a domain specific problem solving method.

4.3 The extended problem solving method
In the next step the domain specific problem solving method is now refined with the appropriate domain
entities According to the defined PSMs, the Method Specific Knowledge Integration Tool (MS KIT)
generates a graphical task-specific knowledge acquisition tool , to allow the domain expert to fill in the
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domain specific PSMs. This knowledge acquisition tool represents the domain specific PSMs of
psychoactive drug selection (sub)task(s) and loads all instances which enables the domain expert to fill in
the assumed PSM by using domain specific knowledge. The manner in which the domain expert specifies
this knowledge depends on the nature of the task (e.g., the defined objects and relations). In this way, the
domain experts are only able to edit domain specific knowledge, while the knowledge that describes the
problem solving method (which is usually a far more complex structure) remains unaltered. As an example
we show in figure 6 the user interface of the Method Specific Knowledge Integration Tool that visualises
the generate drug-therapy option task.
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Figure 6 The user interface of the Method Specific Knowledge Integration Tool. The upper left pane
presents an overview of the psychoactive drug selection task, the lower left pane shows the domain
ontology class tree and the right pane presents a description of the generate dmg-therapy option task
together with panes to be filled in with domain specific knowledge from the ontology class tree.
The domain expert can select an instance from the domain ontology class tree (e.g. Maior_Depression)
and drag it into the DSMJV Diagnosis pane on the left side. Next he can drag a specific drug therapy
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(e.g. Anafranil_Therapy) to the Drug_Therapy pane. By dragging an Anafranil_Therapy he creates an
is_indicated_by relation between the Ma]or_Depression and Anafranil_Therapy. By dragging the instance
Anafranil to the Therapeutic pane he creates the hasjherapeutic relation between AnafranilJTherapy and
Anafranil. The number and the format of the panes on the right side of the user interface depend on the
knowledge roles of the PSMs. In this way, the domain expert creates and maintains in his own
terminology the knowledge base of the psychopharmacological advisor system. Until now, we have not
implemented the rank ordering task (task 6) because this task requires more research.

4.4 The decision support system
After entering the domain specific knowledge, MS KIT generates a knowledge base, which represents the
expanded methods in a format that is interprétable by a runtime interpreter. This knowledge base and the
run time interpreter now form the decision support system.
The runtime version of the decision support system is activated when the clinician selects the psycho
active drug selection task. First the clinician has to enter the established DSM-IV diagnosis of the patient.
A list of possible drug-therapy options is now generated. The clinician may now enter the concurrent
medication (e.g. Zantac) and/or the special disease state (e.g. hypotension), and/or the special patient
group (e.g. elderly) of the patient. The decision support system generates now a list of possible
contraindications. The level of each contraindication is mentioned (e.g. absolute/relative). The clinician
can now request the required monitoring activities of the relative contraindication. The user can now
accept the allowed relative contraindications. On the basis of the accepted drug-therapy options, the user
can order the options according to different psychopharmaco-pharmacoeconomic parameters. At this
moment, this rank ordering is now done by hand. From each drug-therapy option, the associated
therapeutic with its modality (e.g. tablets, capsule, ampoule etc.), dosage from and cost can now be
requested. The patient and the clinician can now discuss and select the preferred therapeutical drug
option.
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Figure 7 The first window of the user interface of M-PADS, illustrating the required patient data and the
drug-therapy option pane.

5. Discussion
In this paper we present the development of a multidisciplinary psychoactive drug selection advisor
system M-PADS. In contrast with the rule-based psychopharmacological expert systems developed until
now w o , » M-PADS is built on an explicit domain model and a problem solving method related to the
psychoactive drug selection task.
The domain model of M-PADS incorporates knowledge at different levels of abstraction, ranging from a
clinical to a pharmacodynamic, -kinetic and pathophysiological level. The clinical level describes
respectively the indications and contraindications between drug-therapies and diseases, generic-drugs,
pathophysiological states, special disease states and special patient groups. While the pharmacodynamic,
- kinetic and pathophyioslogical level involve (patho)physiological, neurophysiological and biochemical
processes. A benefit of using knowledge at multiple levels of abstraction is that different sub-domains can
be modelled to the level they are understood, and different sub-tasks can be solved at the appropriate
level. For some sub tasks of the psychoactive drug selection task, all the domain knowledge needed is not
be understood down to the same level of detail. In neuropsychopharmacology, the pharmacokinetic
actions of some psychoactive drugs are understood, while some of the pharmacodynamic and
(patho)physiological processes involved to produce the therapeutic wanted and unwanted effects are still
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the subject of research. However, the use of multiple levels of knowledge enables the domain expert to
model what is understood about each sub domain of knowledge and helps to define the gaps in our
knowledge. Furthermore, the deep level reasoning based on mechanisms through which drugs produce
their wanted and unwanted effects makes rational drug selection transparent to the clinician and provides
more adequate decision support x .
The benefit to use an explicit domain model during the design steps of a system is recognised by different
researchers 192729 and is beneficial for three reasons. (1) It allows a more disciplined design of the
knowledge base, (2) an explicit domain model described in formally defined expressive domain entities
which may be shared by all the people who are involved (knowledge engineers, domain experts and end
users) simplifies the system developing and maintenance task considerably, (3) it facilitates sharing and
reuse These advantages are particular important when the knowledge base becomes large 19
We used the Galen Representation and Integration Language, to define the domain model with
semantically meaningful concepts based on a set of definitions and a set of axioms that constrain the
meaning of the concepts to enable a consistent interpretation. In contrast with the frame-based
representation in Protégé, the sanctioning mechanism of Grail allows us to restrict the model to only
sensible neuropsychopharmacological concepts in a consistent way Ά. Furthermore, the capacity of
multiple inheritance supported by Grail allows the concepts being automatically classified with many
parents from the description of concepts. In contrast, a frame-based representation is static and all
subsumptions are asserted by the modeller, rather than deduced by the system x In this way, the
construction of a domain model in a frame-based representation may be more error prone
A Grail domain model has no sharp lines between the ontology and the domain entities and forms one
continuum from high level concepts towards complex concepts such as «Antagonism of dopamine-2receptor». Because the term ontology is ambiguous and different interpretations have been identified 31
we defined arbitrarily an ontology as a concept system in which the concepts are interpreted in a
declarative way as standing for the sets of their instances and which are furthermore elaborated in the
domain specific problem solving method. In this manner, «Pharmacological action» is a concept class of
the domain ontology elaborated in the problem solving method of task 2.1.1 whereas the compositional
concept «Antagonism of dopamine-2-receptor» is an instantiation of the «Pharmacological action»
concept class.
The separation of the domain knowledge from the problem solving method allows to reuse reasoning
strategies and to share domain specific knowledge to solve completely different tasks. Furthermore, it
simplifies the maintenance task considerably both in the situation when new factual knowledge is
available or in the situation of new reasoning strategies ^ This contrasts with the mixed knowledge
representation in the rule based therapeutic decision support systems for psychopharmacotherapy
developed until now. This distinct division between the system's domain model and the system's problem
solving method reflects a new way to develop broader decision support systems for
psychopharmacotherapy, implemented in a transparent fashion and reusable for different application
domains within psychiatry.
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Together with Bronzino et a l 2 5 and Morelli et al ^ , we may conclude that in contrast to the problems
inherent to psychiatric diagnosis, which makes the development of a diagnostic expert system difficult, the
psychopharmacological drug treatment represents a more approachable domain for the development of
expert systems in psychiatry

6. Conclusions and further research
We have shown that it is possible to develop a psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system based on
explicit models of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain and the problem solving method related
to the psychoactive drug selection task These explicit models integrate the climcalpharmacological,
pathophyioslogical and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge required to support rational psychoactive drug
selection At this moment, M-PADS is able to give patient specific advice, based on up to date knowledge
to treat major depression Its knowledge base contains knowledge of 8 psychoactive drugs, 200
elementary concepts and 300 compositional concepts related to the antidepressant drug therapy domain
Moreover, since the knowledge base is organised in a modular fashion where the declarative and
procedural knowledge is separated, it can be easily expanded or modified to be in current with up to date
knowledge We believe that M-PADS will have consequences to built reusable and explainable knowledge
based systems for pharmacotherapy The appropriate next step is the evaluation and validation in practice
of this therapeutic decision support system for use in the clinical environment
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Chapter 7
Epilogue
In the preceding chapters a description has been given of the development of a multidisciplinary
psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system, M-PADS, to support rational evidence based psychoactive
drug selection for medical treatment of specific patient's psychiatric disorders During this development
process we had to take into consideration current state of the art research and basic insights related to
clinical decision-making, clinical algorithms and software design. This chapter presents a synthesis of our
work, based on frequently arising questions.

1. What is the clinical problem?
Irrational and inconsistent use of psychoactive drugs is common in clinical practice because of the
complex continuously evolving knowledge, and the data intensive nature of psychoactive drug selection
and prescription process. Sub optimal psychoactive drug therapy leads to drug side effects and toxicity
related hospital admissions, extended length of hospital stay, increase in mortality and last but not least
the rise in cost. The psychoactive drug selection process requires a multidisciplinary approach and
expertise from clinical, pathophysiological and pharmacotherapeutic knowledge.
The question arises whether any clinician can manage such a complex matter with optimal effectiveness.
He has to deal with problems of information overload, the lack of appropriate and relevant up to date
information at the point of clinical care and the limited capability of the human brain to integrate all the
required information

2. What is the methodology?
Instead of creating a rule based system m a straightforward way by the transcription of rules elicited from
a domain expert, we consider the development of a psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system as a
series of explicit models, in the Newell sense, at the knowledge level.
Newell1, made a distinction between knowledge and its symbolic representation in a computer language.
Knowledge level modelling helps to understand how features of a system contribute to its problem-solving
performance and competence. Knowledge level descriptions permit predicting and understanding
behaviour of a computer system without having an operational model of the processing. Knowing what
knowledge is needed also aids in acquiring the relevant information. In this way, we describe the
psychoactive drug selection process in well-known domain terminology and not in its symbolic
representation of a computer language.
We have designed a clinical decision making model for rational psychoactive drug selection. In this model
we separate patient data from generic medical knowledge. The generic medical knowledge is subdivided
into reasoning (procedural) and domain specific (declarative) knowledge. This procedural and declarative
knowledge is explicitly and formally described. They are both separately implemented into a computer
based system.
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3. What has been achieved?
The declarative knowledge of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain is described within a
multilevel knowledge model that circumscribes the clinical and deep level pathophysiological and
pharmacotherapeutic knowledge related to rational psychoactive drug prescription for individualized
patient drug therapy.
We have defined a formal framework of knowledge about psychoactive drugs, which combines all
knowledge domains involved, from clinical to deep pathophysiological levels This formal framework is
based on the multilevel knowledge model, mentioned in the previous paragraph. We have used the Galen
Representation and Integration Language (GRAIL) to describe the acquired knowledge in a formal way
Such framework or ontology avoids ambiguity, gives conceptual clarity, and supports precise use of
terminology which is required when many domain experts (e.g. clinicians, pharmacologists and basic
science researchers) are involved. In addition, this framework supports the classification of concepts from
multiple points of view and can be elaborated by computer based systems.
We have defined an integrated medication algorithm to support the clinician in the selection of an
appropriate
drug,
taking
into
account
clinical,
psychiatric,
biomedical
and
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic aspects, together with patient related factors such as age, concurrent
drug treatment, specific neuropsychiatrie diseases and organ systems disorders This medication
algorithm is formally described to be used by computer based systems.
We have described a detailed design of a multidisciplmary psychoactive drug selection advisor system, MPADS, which consists of two parts: (1) a Method Specific Knowledge Integration Tool (MS KIT) which
allows the domain expert to fill in the knowledge base and (2) a decision support system which guides and
assists the clinician in the task of rational psychoactive drug therapy for individual patients.
We have build an early prototype of M-PADS which serves as a first proof that a
psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system can be implemented, based on explicit models that integrate
the multidisciplmary knowledge required for rational psychoactive drug selection A part of the concept
classes and their relations of the above mentioned framework are implemented in this prototype. Based
on a method ontology we have constructed the domain specific problem solving methods of the first two
subtasks of the drug selection task. At current stage only a few therapeutic options for the treatment of
major depression are represented in its knowledge base. This represents only a small part of the overall
knowledge required for the management of major depression and other psychiatric disorders. While a
considerable effort has been put into the development and implementation of an explicit domain model
and a problem solving method, further development and focused effort is needed to develop a
psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system for use in clinical practice

4. What have we learned so far?
Researchers from clinical psychiatry, neuropsychopharmacology and medical informatics sciences have
to act in close conjunction when a psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system must be developed. One
of the major challenges we encounter during this development process was to bridge the different ways of
reasoning, terminology and viewpoints that exists between the involved disciplines In this paragraph we
highlight some lessons we have learned in trying to overcome these barriers
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The clinician should be convinced that the use of formal methods permits to structure complex problems
and avoids an intuitive approach This makes the decision making process transparent, discussible and
receptive for further improvement.
The neuropsychopharmacologist or domain expert should be aware that further formalization and
systématisation of the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain is still required Otherwise, the rigorous
development of psychopharmacological treatment algorithms and decision support systems will not be
achieved.
While it is recognised by knowledge engineers that it is an advantage to build and design decision support
systems at high levels of abstraction that separates out the enumeration of instances of the domain
concepts The knowledge engineer should be aware that domain experts are not used to reason on such
abstract levels. He should use concrete examples when he is in dialogue with the domain expert In this
manner, the domain expert remains motivated to be involved in the development process of a knowledge
based system
As it was already recognized by different researchers in the field of AIM, we are also convinced that
knowledge models are a useful communication vehicle between domain experts and knowledge
engineers because the terminology used in the knowledge models is easier to understand for nonprogrammers. The construction of knowledge models facilitates the knowledge acquisition process for
creating knowledge based systems
We also recognize the benefit of using an explicit domain model during the design stages of a system for
two reasons' (1) it allows a more disciplined design of the knowledge base and (2) an explicit domain
model described in formally defined, expressive domain entities simplifies the system developing task
considerably These advantages are particularly important when several disciplines are involved and
when the knowledge base enlarges

5. How is M-PADS different from to date psychopharmacological advisor
systems?
The three current developed psychopharmacological advisors systems (1) Headmed2, (2) BlueBox3 and
(3) an unnamed expert system developed by Stem et al. 4 are rule based expert systems which do not
explicitly represent knowledge about «how» to perform a task, «what» is in the domain and «why» things
work. In contrast, M-PADS is build on an explicit domain model and a problem solving method who are
both separately implemented into a computer based system In this manner, we obtain a richer knowledge
representation within the expert system. Pure rule representation is considered to be no longer sufficient,
neither for the purpose of system construction nor for that of knowledge acquisition.
In addition, the rules of the above mentioned expert systems are exclusive based on clinical (empirical)
reasoning, while M-PADS integrates the clinical and deep level knowledge required to support rational
psychoactive drug selection in treating specific psychiatric disorders. This deep level knowledge permits to
clarify the reasoning path of the system to the clinician.
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6. How to evaluate this system?
As it happens with any innovative health care intervention, a psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system
should be rigorously evaluated before widespread introduction into clinical practice
The various stages for evaluation of knowledge-based systems in medicine have been described by
Clarke et al.5. They describe this evaluation process as an iterative, four phased development evaluation
cycle covering the following areas: 1 early prototype development, 2 validity of the system, 3 functionality
of the system and, 4 impact of the system.

6.1. early prototype development
The evaluation process starts with the formal conception (definition phase) of the knowledge based
system: is the need of the system clearly defined7, what is the domain'', what role is the system to play7,
what are the intended users of the system7 Furthermore, it may be not possible to achieve a complete
definition of user requirements without first building an early prototype system, and requesting users to
comment on how this could be improved6.

6.2. validity of the system
Validation is the process of assuring that a system's knowledge and advice is accurate, complete, and
consistent7. There are two sorts of validation procedures. (1) a static and, (2) a dynamic validation.
During the static validation the system's knowledge is examined piece by piece. As it is pointed by O'Neil
et al. β , the fact that the medical knowledge is separated from the task specific knowledge has advantages
during this evaluation process. An evaluation of these two types of knowledge may lead to changes in
particular areas of the knowledge base depending on the nature of the error. For instance, if a medical
fact is erroneous or missing, this fact is changed or added to the knowledge base without modifying the
task-oriented portion.
During the dynamic validation, the system is tested with a broad range of clinical cases to further assure
that the knowledge base is correct, and that it responds appropriately to all combinations of clinical
conditions that might arise.

6.3. Evaluation of system's functionality
The third phase in the evaluation methodology comprises an evaluation of the functionality of the system
when employed in practice. This concerns aspects of the user interaction, user interface, the reasoning
efficiency and a broad evaluation or field trial in a real life situation5.

6.4. impact of the system
The last stage in the development evaluation cycle is the evaluation of the decision support system in the
clinical context. This assessment process includes a controlled trial to test the effects on clinician
performance (reduction of medication errors and the adherence to prescription guidelines) and patient
outcome (reducing the adverse drug events, improving patients compliance and other aspects of patient
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well-being) This controlled trial should be conducted in a prospective manner, using a control group so
that patient care with an advisor system can be evaluated with care without o n e 9

7. Future perspectives?
In the end we hope to improve the quality of psychoactive drug selection according to the individual
patient's needs by influencing clinical decision making at the proper time and place We expect that this
psychopharmacotherapeutic advisor system will improve health care practitioner performance and patient
outcome
We hope to augment the quality of the clinicians decision-making by assisting and guiding them through
the psychoactive drug selection process We don't want to replace or control them In this way, M-PADS
will serve as an educational tool to support improvement by continuing learning rather than a one time
judgment and surveillance 10

8. Final remarks
We may conclude that the neuropsychopharmacotherapeutic domain is a fertile ground for the
development of therapeutic decision support systems
We
argue that clinicians and
neuropsychopharmacolologists should be more involved in the process of development and
implementation of this innovative potentially beneficial medical software
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Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift wordt de ontwikkeling en de architectuur van een beslissmgsondersteunend
computerprogramma, M-PADS (Multidisciplinair Psychoactive Drug Selection advisor system),
beschreven dat de arts begeleidt en adviseert bij het rationeel selecteren van een
psychopharmacologische behandeling op maat van de individuele patient.
Het irrationeel en inconsistent voorschrijven van psychopharmaca is een veel voorkomend probleem in de
alledaagse klinische praktijk. Ongewenste nevenwerkingen en toxiciteit kunnen leiden
tot
ziekenhuisopnames, verlengde hospitahsatieduur, toename van de mortaliteit en met te vergeten stijging
van de kosten.
Het rationeel kiezen van psychopharmaca vereist de integratie van klinische, pathophysiologische en
pharmacotherapeutische kennis Dit is een complex beslissingsproces en de vraag rijst of artsen hiertoe
op een adequate wijze in staat zijn. ZIJ worden geconfronteerd met enerzijds een overvloed aan informatie
die met steeds onmiddellijk beschikbaar is en anderzijds met de beperkte mogelijkheden van het
menselijk brem om al deze informatie te integreren. In verschillende experimenten is aangetoond dat
computersystemen artsen kunnen ondersteunen bij het voorschrijven en selecteren van medicatie. De
integratie van deze computersystemen in de klinische praktijk kan leiden tot foutenreductie, het verhogen
van de kwaliteit van zorg en kostenbeheer.
De drie tot op heden ontwikkelde beslissmgsondersteunende systemen voor het voorschrijven van
psychofarmaca behoren tot de eerste generatie kennissystemen waarin de 'vuistregels' van experts
onmiddellijk zijn vastgelegd in een computersysteem. In deze op regels gebaseerde kennissystemen is de
feitenkennis en de redeneerkenms met expliciet en met gescheiden gerepresenteerd Dit heeft belangrijke
beperkingen met name bij het ontwerpen, uitbreiden en onderhouden van deze systemen.
De nieuwe generatie beslissmgsondersteunende systemen daarentegen, zijn gebaseerd op een model
van het applicatie domein. Dit model analyseert op kennisniveau de verschillende soorten taken die
noodzakelijk zijn voor het medicatie selectie proces en beschrijft de medische feitenkennis die nodig is
voor het uitvoeren van deze taken. Het modelleren en formaliseren van de taken en de daarbij horende
kennis zijn essentiële stappen voor het transparant maken van het medicatieselectie proces. Op basis van
dit model wordt een beslissmgsondersteunend computersysteem ontworpen, waarin deze beide vormen
van kennis expliciet en gescheiden gerepresenteerd zijn.
Hoofdstuk 1 beschrijft de achtergrond en de doelstelling van het onderzoek en geeft de huidige stand van
zake weer van de tot nu toe ontwikkelde beslissmgsondersteunende systemen in de psychiatrie. In dit
hoofdstuk wordt een klinisch beslissingsmodel geïntroduceerd voor het rationeel selecteren van
psychopharmaca. Het omschrijft enerzijds de patient data en anderzijds de generieke medische kennis.
Deze
generieke
medische
kennis
kan
op
zijn
beurt
ingedeeld
worden
in
neuropsychofarmacotherapeutische feitenkennis (waf) en redeneerkenms (hoe7).
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In hoofdstuk 2 wordt het neuropsychopharmacotherapeutische kennisdomein gemodelleerd
feitenkennis, relevant voor het medicatieselectie proces, wordt in kaart gebracht.
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutische domein wordt als een meerlagig kennismodel omschreven
omvat de klinische, de pathophysiologische en de pharmacotherapeutische kennis die vereist is voor
rationeel voorschrijven van psychofarmaca

en
Dit
en
het

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt aan de hand van een klinisch algoritme het beslissingsproces om tot een rationele
selectie van psychofarmaca te komen beschreven.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft op een formele wijze alle relevante concepten en relaties van het
neuropsychopharmacotherapeutische kennisdomein. Deze concepten en relaties zijn eenduidig
gedefinieerd in een netwerk en kunnen door een computer systeem gemanipuleerd worden.
Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft op een semiformele wijze het taak model van de drug selectie taak Dit taakmodel
geeft de samenhang van alle redeneerstappen binnen de drug selectie taak aan en de volgorde waarin zij
uitgevoerd worden
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt de architectuur van M-PADS beschreven welke gebaseerd is op bovenstaande
geformaliseerde medische kennis M-PADS bestaat uit twee deelsystemen- (1) een kennisacquisitie
systeem
waarmee
de
domein
expert
in
zijn
geëigende
terminologie
de
neuropsychofarmacotherapeutische gegevens in de kenmsbank kan aanbrengen, (2) een
beslissmgsondersteunend systeem dat de arts op basis van patiënt specifieke factoren zoals
psychiatrische diagnose, leeftijd, somatische comorbiditeit en co-medicatie kan begeleiden en adviseren
bij het selecteren van een psychofarmacologische behandeling.
Hoofdstuk 7 bevat een algemene discussie over de resultaten en beperkingen van dit onderzoek, de
mogelijke implicaties van het gebruik van M-PADS in de klinische praktijk en voorstellen voor verder
onderzoek.

Dankwoord
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Dankwoord
Het realiseren van dit proefschrift was een jarenlang traject waarbij ik verschillende mensen dank
verschuldigd ben
Allereerst wil ik Dr Arnoud van der Maas danken Al pratende en discussierend ontstond het idee om een
psychopharmacotherapeutisch advisor system te ontwerpen HIJ introduceerde mij in de medische
informatiekunde, een vakgebied dat toen voor mij nog onbekend terrein was Met dit ideeengoed stapte ik
naar Prof Dr Pieter de Vries Robbe en vroeg hem of dit stof kon zijn voor een promotieonderzoek Zijn
jawoord was de start van een jarenlange samenwerking
Pieter, ik dank je voor de open en hartelijke wijze waarop WIJ steeds gediscussieerd hebben Ik waardeer
jouw kritische en toch constructieve manier van begeleiden Ik dank Prof Dr Tjandra-Maga voor het
verbreden van mijn kijk op de klinische farmacologie en het uitlenen van een deel van zijn didactische
boekenverzameling Prof Dr Frans Zitman motiveerde mij om deze materie toegankelijk te maken voor
psychiaters Ook wil ik in het bijzonder Ir Paul de Clercq danken, voor de tijd die hij steeds voor mij
vrijmaakte Samen met hem ben ik aan het bouwen van het prototype begonnen Maria en Ronald Bailey
dank ik voor hun taalkundig advies
Ik apprecieer ten zeerste de steun en het begrip die ik van mijn vrouw Ingrid gekregen heb Zonder haar
had ik deze droom met waar kunnen maken Ook mijn schoonouders, die heel wat uren als oppas voor
onze twee zoontjes hebben gezorgd, zijn hierbij behulpzaam geweest Mijn schoonbroer en paranimf,
Michael mag ik zeker met vergeten te vermelden Samen hebben WIJ de user interface gebouwd
Bijzondere dank gaat ook uit naar mijn beide ouders die mij de mogelijkheid hebben geven dit
promotieonderzoek tot stand te brengen
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Het verschijnen van dit proefschrift werd mede mogelijk gemaakt door de steun van Wyeth-Lederle CNS.

